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Abstract 

Aim To design and develop a novel interactive 3D visual metaphor enhanced serious game to 

teach medical students history-taking content and determine its impact on multiple learning 

outcomes compared to current teaching approaches.  

Methods The literature on current teaching practices for history-taking content was 

systematically reviewed and followed by further literature reviews focusing on educational 

theories as well as the role of visual metaphors and serious games in medical education. A 

visual metaphor enhanced serious game was designed according to the Cognitive Load Theory 

design principles with a focus on the cardiac system. A pilot mixed-methods longitudinal study 

was conducted amongst 46 medical students in year 3 at the University of Auckland to assess 

the impact of the serious game compared to that of a textual PDF file. Multiple levels of the 

Kirkpatrick’s training evaluation model were used to assess the impact.  

Findings Compared to baseline, both groups showed significant improvement in knowledge 

and self-efficacy longitudinally (p=<0.0001). Apart from the game group having a statistically 

significant difference in terms of satisfaction (p=<0.0001), there were no significant 

differences between groups in knowledge gain, self-efficacy, cognitive load, ease of use, 

acceptability or OSCE scores. However, qualitative findings indicated that the game was 

consistently more engaging, enjoyable and served as a visual aid compared with the PDF file.  

Conclusion Students favoured learning through utilisation of a serious game with regard to 

cardiac history taking. This may be relevant to other areas of medicine and highlights the 

importance of innovative methods for teaching the next generation of medical students.  
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UAHPEC  The University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee 

VM  Visual metaphor 

VMG  Visual Metaphor Game 

WM        Working Memory 
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Introduction 

Although starting my introduction with my story might not be the classical way of 

introducing a PhD thesis, storytelling is considered one of the best ways of transferring 

knowledge, hence I am hopefully practicing what I preach. 

A True Story 

Not all students are able to learn medicine in the same way. Usually, those who succeed 

in studying medicine are those who have a foundation in learning long before they even reach 

university.   

In my fifth year of medical school I studied with my friend Eli, who was a mature student 

with a wife, three children and a part time job as a truck driver just to make ends meet. He was 

repeating the year, with the prospect of being expelled from medical school if he failed again. 

The level of stress was visible through our interactions in the study group. Although he had 

better medical knowledge than me, as evidenced by his great skill in teaching us medical 

concepts, his issue was “going blank” during clinical examinations.  

He visited me unexpectedly one night and expressed how stressed he was and that he 

was contemplating leaving medical school. I reassured him that we would make it and showed 

him my visual diagrams that I used for my own learning to help me remember concepts. This 

type of visual learning allowed me to remember often vast quantities of complex material and 

simplify it into ways that could be remembered.  We used these diagrams as the basis of our 

study; they functioned as "visual hooks” to help us understand complex medical concepts.   

These simplified but targeted diagrams allowed us as medical students to quickly 

understand, and recall under stressful exam situations, the information examiners want to 

know.  They covered areas such as clinical history, examination and management.  For Eli, 

these were a “life saver” and he passed his clinical exams with flying colours.  

I later moved to Auckland, New Zealand and he kept calling me to tell me that these 

visual hooks would be very useful for medical students.  

Preface 
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I thought to myself that, maybe, through publishing a book about this I would enable 

medical students to succeed.  I sought advice from Dr Tony Fernando from the Department of 

Psychological Medicine at the University of Auckland; he was encouraging and introduced me 

to Associate Professor Andy Wearn (Head of the Medical Programme) and Dr Kira Bacal 

(Phase 2 Director of Medical Programme). We met and they were supportive of me pursuing 

the use of the visual hooks. However, I was reluctant to move forward due to family and work 

commitments.  

I later met with Professor John Windsor who suggested pursuing postgraduate studies, 

but, again, the mere thought of getting back into the student seat was overwhelming as I had 

children, and I wanted to pursue visual hooks as a hobby. While at the North Shore Hospital 

library, I came across an interesting book “Visible Learning and the Science of How We Learn” 

(Hattie et al., 2013) and this sparked my interest in pursuing visuals. I emailed Professor John 

Hattie to thank him for such a great book and shared my interest in using visuals in teaching. 

He replied and networked me with Professor Andrew Hill (my main supervisor) who has a 

doctorate in education and similar interests.  

Professor Hill saw my visual hooks as an original contribution to the literature worthy of 

a PhD degree and encouraged me to pursue this, offering to supervise and support me through 

this academic journey. Again, reluctance and under-estimating my academic abilities kicked 

in and I delayed pursuing this further until I was a junior psychiatry registrar teaching medical 

students psychiatric topics. Students’ positive feedback about visuals’ use and ongoing 

encouragement from my friend Eli finally made my decision to pursue this PhD. As I had 

started the psychiatry training programme, I met with Professor Sally Merry, Head of the 

Department of Psychological Medicine, who spared no effort in helping me through this 

journey, and she linked me with Dr Frederick Sundram (my joint main supervisor).  

With this, my PhD journey began, which I will detail over the next few chapters, starting 

with first discovering what these visual hooks were called  -visual metaphors - before moving 

on to review the literature of how history taking is taught, redesign the visuals into a 3D serious 

game and  test them amongst Year 3 medical students learning clinical methods.  

The happy ending of this story is that my friend Eli is now a captain and doctor in the 

army, and I am near completing my PhD studies.   
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The aim of this section is to provide background information relevant to this thesis and 

discuss the overall structure. A number of topics will be discussed including: medical education 

challenges, blended teaching approaches, clinical history taking and its main components and 

visual metaphor. These will be followed by an overview of the thesis chapters.  

Medical Education Challenges 

Medical knowledge is growing exponentially (Densen, 2011). While medical knowledge 

took 50 years to double in 1950, it only took seven years by 2010 and will only take just over 

two months to double by 2020. This creates a huge challenge for medical education (Densen, 

2011). 

The challenge is compounded with the international growth of medical student numbers 

(Rigby & Gururaja, 2017), limited clinical teaching time (Arabshahi et al., 2015), inadequate 

training programmes (Frenk et al., 2010) and declining lecture attendance (Cardall et al., 2008; 

Franklin et al., 2011). These growing challenges demand a closer look at the potential of 

innovative blended teaching tools, including visual metaphor-enhanced serious games (SGs), 

to augment traditional teaching efforts. Such electronic teaching tools could be used as 

standalone self-study or in student groups as blended teaching tools (Dankbaar, 2017). Such 

blended teaching methods have been shown in some research to be more efficacious than 

traditional teaching (Abdelhai et al., 2012; Taradi et al., 2005), while other studies have shown 

no superiority effect (Beale et al., 2014).  

Blended Teaching Approach Challenges 

Despite the growing interest in technologically enhanced teaching interventions, the 

medical education literature has highlighted a scarcity in sound educational theory informing 

serious game design (Sandars, 2009; Sandars et al., 2015). Therefore, for best results, any 

technological teaching method should be designed based on a solid educational theory, which 

can be explicitly described and implemented rather than built on anecdotal evidence (Sandars 

et al., 2015).  

 Thesis Overview 
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Clinical History Taking 

Clinical history taking has been the cornerstone of medicine (Nardone et al., 1980), but 

research points to a deficiency in this essential skill amongst medical students (Ahmed, 2002; 

Alrasheedi, 2018; Helfer, 1970; Korsch et al., 1968a; Maguire & Rutter, 1976; McGlynn et al., 

1978; Platt & McMath, 1979), house officers (Edelstein & Ruder, 1990; Waterston et al., 1980) 

and, more worryingly, general practitioners (GPs)(Ramsey et al., 1998). 

History taking is the most common medical procedure performed by doctors(Lipkin et 

al., 1995) and has been shown to be more valuable than physical examination and investigation 

in two thirds of medical outpatient referrals (Hampton et al., 1975; Peterson et al., 1992). When 

adequately performed, it is associated with improved patient physiological and psychological 

health outcomes (Stewart, 1995), satisfaction (Korsch et al., 1968a; Kravitz et al., 1996; 

Robbins et al., 1993; Uhlmann et al., 1984) and symptom relief and compliance (Eisenthal et 

al., 1979). Conversely, inadequate history taking is associated with frequent misdiagnoses of 

many life-threatening conditions (Hansen et al., 2007; Kowalski et al., 2004; Smith et al., 

1999a), unnecessarily treating patients with potentially life-threatening agents and delays in 

accessing lifesaving  interventions (Hansen et al., 2007). 

Unfortunately, although the literature shows that this essential clinical skill can be learnt, 

it can also be easily forgotten as medical students advance through their clinical years 

(Aspegren & Lønberg-Madsen, 2005b; Craig, 1992). As this signals a problem, its solution 

should address ways in which medical student performance could be optimised, based on sound 

educational theories.  

History-Taking Components 

It is worth dissecting history taking into its main components, content and process ( 

Nardone et al., 1980). History-taking content (HTC), referred to commonly as data/information 

gathering, is concerned with the “what” part of the medical interview; it involves eliciting 

specific information about the patient’s symptomatology, from the presenting complaint to the 

wider circle of the patient’s social and occupational histories. 
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On the other hand, history-taking process (HTP), commonly known as communication skills, 

is the method by which the information is elicited; thus, it is more concerned with the “How” 

side of the medical interview (Nardone et al., 1980) (see Figure A).  

 

Figure A. History-taking main components. 

While these two parts are equally important in history taking, this thesis will focus on 

content because without knowledge of the medical content, communication skills would yield 

minimal diagnostic accuracy. For example, a medical student must learn the content of tens of 

system-specific symptoms in order to ask about them by using communication skills. Densen 

asserts that “The conceptual structure of the content to be learned has a major effect on learning 

and has its greatest value for students experiencing difficulty in relating concepts to one 

another” (Densen, 2011, p. 51). This is supported by the findings of a recent study which 

showed that the majority of medical educators’ history-taking goal was for medical students to 

learn HTC first before HTP (Seitz et al., 2019). The study’s authors wondered if a lack of HTC 

knowledge negatively impacted students’ level of security and, thus, performance in the overall 

medical encounter. This possibility has been suggested in the medical education literature as 

medical students were found to be distracted by retrieving the HTC-related knowledge at the 

expense of communication skills (Harding & D’Eon, 2001). Therefore, one could argue that 

junior medical students at the beginning of their clinical rotations would benefit most from 

augmenting traditional teaching with educational interventions that address HTC.  
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As the emerging medical education literature shows that medical students prefer using multiple 

learning styles including visual, auditory and kinaesthetic styles (Hilliard, 1995a), visual 

metaphor could prove of significant value especially as it is viewed by students as an “anchor” 

for knowledge (Rieber & Noah, 2008). The work of this thesis focuses on using visual 

metaphors in teaching HTC.  

Visual Metaphor 

The word metaphor is derived from the Greek word metapherein ‘to transfer’ (Costello, 

1991). For example, the metaphor “time is money” is commonly used, sometimes without 

noticing its metaphorical nature. Its use intends to transfer how valuable time is and possibly 

how it should not be wasted. A visual metaphor of this would be to depict the equal value of 

time and money on a scale as in Figure B.  

 

 

Figure B. Time is money visual metaphor (“Time Is Money,” 2016). 

 

While verbal metaphors have been the subject of many research studies for decades, 

research on visual metaphors is a considerably newer field (Ojha, 2013). This recent interest in 

visual metaphors seems to have stemmed from a paradigm shift in how metaphors are 

conceptualised. It used to be considered a decorative component of speech, contrary to current 

understanding which sees metaphor as a cognitive process separate to language (Forceville & 

Urios-Aparisi, 2009a; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980).  
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In addition, the increasing use of visual metaphors is linked to the advent of computers and 

graphic design (R N St Clair, 2000). Its use in marketing especially has put visual metaphor in 

the spotlight as current marketing practices are heavily reliant on their use (Mulken et al., 

2014). While the purpose of visual metaphor use in marketing is persuasion, in education the 

goal is knowledge transfer (Phillips & McQuarrie, 2004; R N St Clair, 2000). Knowledge 

transfer is one of the main skills needed in tertiary education, and it is argued that metaphor 

use is a promising way of acquiring this skill (Fredriksson & Pelger, 2016). Metaphors are 

prevalent in medical education, as discussed later in chapter Two. Metaphors can be verbal, as 

in “I am feeling down”, or visual as in depicting a person in a hole. Metaphor use involves 

transferring certain characteristics of one thing onto another “X is Y” (Lakoff, 2009). Take for 

example how a computer’s user interface employs a visual metaphor of a folder to explain the 

concept of having files in a folder to assist users in interpreting computer functions. Their 

prevalence is so high that we sometimes take them for granted. Metaphor use has been found 

to be a promising pedagogical method as they assist students in learning one thing in the form 

of another, which, it is argued, enhances the understanding of abstract concepts (Fredriksson 

& Pelger, 2016). An understanding of a particular metaphor requires prior knowledge of the 

features of that metaphor. For example, using the computer folder metaphor for someone who 

has no knowledge of files or folders would not contribute to understanding the abstract nature 

of this computer function. Therefore, metaphor use is said to activate prior knowledge of 

certain elements which can be mapped onto the new concept being taught (Fredriksson & 

Pelger, 2016).  
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Overview of Thesis Chapters 

Chapter One: 

The first chapter is a systematic review of the literature for current trends in medical 

education targeting HTC, which will inform knowledge in order to aid the design and delivery 

of the 3D serious game.  

Chapter Two: 

This chapter focuses on visual metaphor use in medical education, which will be 

discussed along with its essential elements and types, followed by the cultural considerations 

of using visual metaphors.   

Chapter Three: Educational Theory Literature Review 

As visual metaphors are considered to involve a cognitive process, the two main 

cognitive theories used in medical education, (Cognitive Load Theory [CLT] and Cognitive 

Theory of Multimedia Learning [CTML]), will be discussed in terms of their theoretical 

underpinnings. This will be followed by choosing the most suitable theory for this thesis, 

namely CLT, and the reasons for this.  

Chapter Four: Why Serious Games (SGs)? 

This chapter includes a literature review of SGs and their use in medical education. It 

also provides an introduction to SGs in terms of their definition, main elements and design 

process, and highlights current and recent trends in medical education. 

Chapter Five: Visual Metaphor Design and Serious Game Development 

This chapter provides a step-by-step breakdown of how visual metaphors were designed. 

Following this, a detailed description of how these visual metaphors were developed into a 3D 

serious game, following evidence-based design processes informed by CLT will be given.  
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Chapter Six: A Quasi-experimental Longitudinal Pilot Study 
 

This chapter describes the study methodology and outcome measures used with the aim 

of assessing the impact of the visual metaphor-enhanced serious game compared to a PDF 

textual file. This will take into account a number of learning outcomes using validated methods 

including cognitive, affective and behavioural learning outcomes in addition to technology-

specific outcome measures. In addition, qualitative assessment of the interventions will be 

discussed, including students’ recommendations on game optimization. The study results and 

a detailed discussion, conclusion and future directions as well as its limitations, will be also 

presented in this chapter.  

 

Next Chapter: 

This research project started with doing a systematic review to explore how HTC is 

currently taught in order to identify the most effective teaching methods which can be 

incorporated into the visual metaphor design and delivery.  
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1.1 Introduction  

The medical interview or clinical history taking is the most common clinical task 

performed by clinicians (Lipkin et al., 1995). However, there is some evidence that medical 

students perform poorly in communication skills due to being distracted by remembering the 

medical content of history taking. When history taking is done well, it improves patient 

physiological and psychological health outcomes (Stewart, 1995), satisfaction (Korsch et al., 

1968b; Kravitz et al., 1996; Robbins et al., 1993; Uhlmann et al., 1984), symptom relief and 

adherence (Eisenthal et al., 1979). Moreover, in two thirds of medical outpatient referrals, 

history taking has been found to be more valuable than physical examination or investigation 

in reaching a diagnosis (Hampton et al., 1975). Conversely, incomplete history taking is 

associated with frequent misdiagnoses (Hansen et al., 2007; Kowalski et al., 2004; Smith et al., 

1999b), unnecessary patient treatment and delays in accessing appropriate interventions 

(Hansen et al., 2007).  

Two of the main elements of history taking are: history-taking content (HTC) and 

history-taking process (HTP) (Nardone et al., 1980b). HTC, which is commonly referred to as 

data/information gathering, is concerned with the “what” part of the medical interview; 

eliciting specific information about the patient’s symptomatology, from the presenting 

complaint to the wider circle of the patient’s social and occupational history. On the other hand, 

HTP is the method by which such information is elicited, and thus is more concerned with the 

“how” of the medical interview (Kurtz et al., 2003; Nardone et al., 1980b). A fine balance is 

needed to combine HTC and HTP in order to effectively acquire adequate clinical information 

without considering either one as an alternative for the other (Kurtz et al., 2003).  

Since the introduction of the biopsychosocial model in the 1970s by George Engel, 

communication skills, and thus HTP, have been viewed as an important part of the medical 

interview (Engel, 1978); however, it is frequently taught separately to content (Alliance for 

Clinical Education, 2014). As a result, most research has focused on improving communication 

skills; arguably to the detriment of teaching HTC (Aspegren, 1999; Cegala et al., 1995; 

Robbins et al., 1993).  

CHAPTER ONE: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF HISTORY-TAKING 
CONTENT TEACHING METHODS 
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This has created, unfortunately, a vicious cycle as medical students get distracted while 

attempting to remember HTC, which then negatively impacts on their communication skills 

(Harding & D’Eon, 2001).  

1.2 Review Objectives 

The goal of this review was to investigate various methods of teaching HTC and their 

effectiveness. The review focuses on content rather than the process of clinical history taking 

and, therefore, does not examine teaching programs designed to improve communication skills 

or rapport.  

1.3 Review Questions  

1. What are the different methods used in teaching clinical HTC? 

2. What are the effects of such teaching methods on medical students’ performance? 

3.  What are the characteristics of effective programs?  

1.4 Methods  

A literature search was conducted in July 2015 using four databases: MEDLINE, 

EMBASE, PsycINFO and ERIC. These searches used combinations of the search terms 

including: history taking or clinical history or medical interview$, education or curriculum or 

instruct$ or course$ or intervention$ or training or teach$ or learn$, medical student$.  

All original research articles, reviews, editorials, essays and conference proceedings were 

retrieved. Relevant articles that were included focused on teaching HTC and the impact on 

medical students’ history-taking performance. The study authors met regularly during July 

2015 to determine the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

Studies were identified by two authors working independently to increase the integrity 

of the search strategy. Both authors met and discussed their search results, and any 

disagreement was resolved by consensus. The search for, and selection of, papers for review 

was completed in July 2015 and data analysis was conducted by all study authors. 
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1.4.1 Inclusion criteria 

1. Study participants were undergraduate medical students.  

2. Teaching intervention(s) targeting HTC. 

3. The comparison of at least two separate and distinct teaching methods. 

4. Performance outcomes for all groups were measured by appropriate objective 

assessment tools. 

5. History taking is a specific skill set integrated with major systems taught in the 

undergraduate medical curriculum, such as psychiatry, surgery, cardiology, respiratory 

medicine and neurology. It was noted that a review on sexual history taking has been 

recently conducted (Coverdale et al., 2011).  

6. The study was published between 1980 and 2015. 

1.4.2 Exclusion criteria 

1. The article was not published in English. 

2. The study outcome results were duplicated in other publications. 

3. Studies focusing exclusively on HTP. 

1.4.3 Study selection 

Retrieved citations were screened by two independent authors (HA and BS) for relevance 

and eligibility. The full texts of potentially relevant articles were reviewed to determine 

whether inclusion criteria were met. Studies which did not meet the inclusion criteria, and any 

discrepancies were resolved by consensus. The screening process was conducted according to 

Preferred Reporting In Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines (Moher 

et al., 2009).  
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The target population was undergraduate medical students learning HTC. All 

interventional study designs were considered for this review, provided they allowed for a 

comparison to be made by including at least two teaching methods.  

 

Studies included needed to have at least one outcome measure of HTC, as demonstrated 

by the use of objective assessment tools. Objective outcome assessments include Objective 

Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCE) and written tests. Outcome assessments not 

considered objective include open-ended interviews, learner satisfaction levels and learner self-

assessment.  

1.4.4 Data extraction 

One author extracted data from each of the identified studies using a pre-prepared data 

extraction instrument. The data extracted were: study location, type, setting, medical student 

seniority, number of participants, major system taught, characteristics of educational 

interventions (type, conducted by whom, number of sessions, duration and educational tools), 

whether randomised, allocation concealment, objective assessment tool used, assessment tool 

validity and reliability, time between intervention and assessment, study’s main outcome, other 

outcomes, whether power calculation was done.  

The search strategy generated 552 articles in total from the four databases. There were 

344 in MEDLINE, 164 in PsycInfo, 10 in EMBASE and 34 in ERIC. After duplicates were 

removed, 459 articles were included for title and abstract review. After inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were applied, a total of 23 articles were included for full text review. Of these, only six 

studies were included for analysis (see Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1 PRISMA Flow Chart. 
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1.5 Results 

1.5.1 Study setting 

Three of the studies included in this review were undertaken in the USA, in different 

medical faculties (Nardone, 1987; Schwartz et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 2011), two studies were 

from the same medical school in Australia (Hibbert et al., 2013; Succar et al., 2013), and one 

study was conducted in Ireland (Z. S. Morris et al., 2011). All educational interventions were 

conducted as part of medical school programs. 

1.5.2 Study participants and professional disciplines 

Participating students ranged from Year 1 to Year 4 of medical school programs. 

However, the duration of these programs ranged from four years, in the American postgraduate 

entry system, to six years, in the high school entry of the Irish and Australian systems. Two 

studies targeted first-year medical students on their 4-year program (Nardone, 1987; Wagner 

et al., 2011), two studies targeted second-year medical students (6-year program) (Hibbert et 

al., 2013; M. Morris et al., 2013) and one each was conducted for third (6-year program) 

(Succar et al., 2013) and fourth year medical students (4-year program) (Schwartz et al., 2007). 

Demographic information such as age and gender were only reported in one study (Schwartz 

et al., 2007). Overall, HTC teaching had a medical rather than surgical or psychiatric focus. 

Four papers focused on cardiology, paediatrics, endocrinology and ophthalmology history 

taking (Hibbert et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2007; Succar et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2011). 

The other two studies had a more generic medical history-taking focus (M. Morris et al., 2013; 

Nardone, 1987). 

1.5.3 Instructional method 

Two studies investigated the use of online video demonstrations (Hibbert et al., 2013; 

Wagner et al., 2011), while two other studies investigated the effectiveness of using computer- 

(Nardone, 1987) and mannequin-based human patient (Schwartz et al., 2007) simulations. One 

study aimed to investigate the use of a virtual clinic platform (Succar et al., 2013). One study, 

(M. Morris et al., 2013) investigated the use of a written, structured and history-taking pro 

forma.  
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1.5.4 Duration of intervention and time to assessment 

For the two online video module studies (Hibbert et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2011), the 

intervention duration was dependent upon the online access period provided to the student, 

which ranged between one and two weeks. The time period between intervention and 

assessment ranged from one to two weeks for both studies. While the video clip duration was 

25 minutes in one study (Hibbert et al., 2013), there was no specified duration for the other 

study (Wagner et al., 2011). The intervention duration for the ophthalmology virtual clinic 

study (Succar et al., 2013) ranged between three and 10 days, but this was extended for both 

groups to 12 months after the assessment to allow for a later follow-up assessment of 

knowledge. While the human patient simulation (HPS) intervention was conducted during a 

single one-hour session and assessment was undertaken within two weeks, computer 

simulation cases were completed over a six-week period and assessment was instant. Only one 

study did not report comprehensive details about the intervention duration and time to 

assessment (M. Morris et al., 2013). 

1.5.5 Study outcome measures 

The most common method of data collection was an OSCE score, which was used in two 

studies (Hibbert et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2007). The other four studies had different 

objective assessments including standardised patient scoring (Wagner et al., 2011), computer 

marking (Nardone, 1987), written case histories (M. Morris et al., 2013) and a knowledge-

based written test (Succar et al., 2013). Qualitatively, satisfaction and evaluation questionnaires 

were used in two studies (Hibbert et al., 2013; Succar et al., 2013) to assess students’ 

perceptions, satisfaction and attitudes to the introduced interventions. Only one study assessed 

patients’ preference for the introduced teaching method compared to standard practice (M. 

Morris et al., 2013). The validity of outcome measures was generally unclear. Only one study 

that used the OSCE as an outcome measure commented on its validity in that setting (Schwartz 

et al., 2007). Moreover, it was generally unclear how the marking criteria for all assessments 

were devised, with only one study reporting the use of a standardised marking sheet based on 

a clinical skills textbook (M. Morris et al., 2013). Another study relied on expert opinion 

consensus (Hibbert et al., 2013), while the remaining studies did not describe the process of 

marking criteria development. 
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1.6 Overall Characteristics of Teaching Interventions 

For the purpose of this review, overall characteristics are reported under the teaching 

intervention type, which included: online video demonstrations, simulations, a virtual 

platform and a written pro forma (see Table 1.1).  

Table 1.1 Overall Characteristics of Studies. 

 

Study Year Design 

Medical 

students’ stage 
and number 

Intervention Control Specialty 
Outcome 

measure 
Outcome 

Wagner et 

al. 
2011 

Quasi-

experimental 
88, 1st year Online video Didactic lecture Paediatrics SP encounter positive 

Morris et 

al. 
2013 

Quasi- 

experimental 
30, 2nd year 

Pro forma 

interview 
Open interview Generic 

Written case 

history 
Positive 

Nardone et 

al. 
1987 RCT 39, 1st year 

Computer-based 

simulation 

Traditional 

lectures 
Paediatrics 

Computer 

assessed 

history 

Positive 

Succar et 

al. 
2013 RCT 30, 2nd year 

Virtual 

ophthalmology 

clinic 

Traditional 

teaching 
Ophthalmology 

Knowledge 

based test 
Positive 

Hibbert et 

al. 
2013 RCT 12, 2nd year Online video Revision as usual Endocrinology OSCE Positive 

Schwartz 

et al. 
2005 RCT 50, 4th year 

Human patient 

simulation 

Case based 

learning 
Cardiac OSCE Negative 

SP: Standardized Patient 
OSCE: Objective Structured Clinical Examination 

 

1.6.1 Online video demonstrations 

Two papers investigated online videos as additional interventions to traditional teaching 

methods, using quasi-experimental and randomised control trial designs (Hibbert et al., 2013; 

Wagner et al., 2011). Wagner et al. (2011) used a quasi-experimental design to assess the effect 

of a 25-minute online video, which was used as an additional intervention in traditional 

teaching methods for paediatrics history taking delivered to 88 1st-year medical students (4-

year program). The outcome was assessed via standardised patient (SP) interviews conducted 

within 1–2 weeks of intervention completion. The content checklist was completed by a trained 

SP interviewer who acted as a patient and as a marker. The HTC scores were significantly 

higher in the video group than in historical controls (P = 0.0001).  
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The randomised controlled study conducted by Hibbert et al. (2013), studied the effect 

of online videos on teaching diabetes history taking to 12 Year 2 (6-year program) medical 

students on their endocrinology run. The outcome measure was assessed two weeks 

postintervention using an OSCE, which was conducted by clinicians equipped with consensus 

marking criteria. The intervention group was rated significantly more competent than controls 

(P = 0.007). Overall, both studies showed significant improvement in HTC compared to 

treatment as usual.  

1.6.2 Simulation 

Two randomised controlled trials were identified using simulations. One study used 

computer simulations, while the other used mannequin-based HPS. Schwartz et al. (2007) 

investigated the impact of a one-hour HPS session on chest pain history taking on final-year 

medical students (4-year program) compared to standard case-based learning (CBL). Within 

two weeks of intervention, participants’ history taking was assessed using history taking OSCE 

scores and HPS was not found to be superior to CBL. However, it was unclear whether OSCE 

scores were HTC-focused or also included HTP.  

Nardone et al. (1987) evaluated computer-simulated cases with feedback as adjuncts to 

traditional teaching of HTC. Using a randomised control design, 78 Year 1 medical students 

were divided equally between control and intervention groups. Both groups received traditional 

teaching and completed three computer-simulated case histories over a six-week period. Only 

the intervention group received detailed computer-generated feedback on their performance in 

addition to suggested questions.  

Overall, there was a significant (P< 0.05) short-term improvement in student 

performance (listing, characterisation and analysis of symptoms) in both groups after the first 

case was finished, with the experimental group showing more improvement in symptom 

characterisation than the control group. Computer-generated feedback was not associated with 

any additional benefits.  
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1.6.3 Virtual platforms 

Succar et al. (2013) conducted a randomised control trial on 188 Year 3 medical students 

(6-year program), who were divided into intervention and control groups. This study evaluated 

the effect of a virtual ophthalmology clinic on student HTC skills. The outcome measure was 

an early postintervention written test as well as follow-up 12 months later to assess the overall 

retention of knowledge. A statistically significant improvement was observed in the 

intervention group compared to controls (P< 0.001), and this improvement persisted at 12 

months (p< 0.007).  

1.6.4 Written pro forma 

Using a quasi-experimental study design, Morris et al. ( 2013), compared written pro 

forma history-taking structure to standard interview style in 60 Year 2 medical students (6-year 

program) performing generic history taking. The outcome measure was HTC score derived 

from submitted written case histories, which were marked by a blinded assessor. The findings 

showed that a pro forma assisted interview was associated with significantly better history-

taking scores than a standard interview style (p = .0017) in the short term. 

1.6.5 Methodological quality 

1.6.6 Study goals 

One study (Nardone, 1987) specified HTC improvement as its main objective; however, 

the remaining studies explored this under broader objectives such as learning and clinical skills 

improvement. All but one study (Succar et al., 2013) explicitly stated that they were 

investigating the effect of a teaching intervention compared to traditional teaching methods, 

whereby HTC improvement was specifically assessed. Two studies (Hibbert et al., 2013; 

Succar et al., 2013) included secondary outcomes, such as a qualitative evaluation of students’ 

attitudes or perceptions towards the introduced interventions. Only one study examined 

patients’ preferences for the introduced intervention compared to standard practice (Morris et 

al., 2013).  
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1.6.7 Study designs 

Four of the included studies were randomised controlled trials (Hibbert et al., 2013; 

Nardone, 1987; Schwartz et al., 2007; Succar et al., 2013), while two were quasi-experimental 

studies (Morris et al., 2013; Wagner et al., 2011). While all studies used postintervention 

outcome measures, only one study used pre- and post-tests as well as long-term follow-up 

assessment (Succar et al., 2013).  

1.6.8 Study quality, attrition and overall risk of bias 

Two (Hibbert et al., 2013; Succar et al., 2013) of the four RCTs included had clear 

randomisation procedures, while the other two did not provide enough detail. Ophthalmology 

students (Succar et al., 2013) were randomised by the local school student coordinator, using 

a randomisation list. Endocrinology students (Hibbert et al., 2013) were randomised according 

to their attendance days. The allocation method of students to either of the two days was not 

detailed. While both studies showed positive outcomes on history taking, they used different 

outcome measures. Succar et al. (2013) assessed short- and long-term knowledge retention, 

thus addressing knowledge without assessing OSCE performance; Hibbert et al (2013) 

assessed OSCE performance only. Therefore, the knowledge improvement in Succar et al. 

(2013) study may not reflect improvement in clinical skills as assessed by OSCE performance 

(Succar et al., 2013). Similarly, improvement in OSCE performance within 2 weeks in the 

Hibbert et al. (2013) study might not reflect long-term knowledge improvement in a year’s 

time.  

Outcome assessors were blinded for the intervention assignment in four studies (Hibbert 

et al., 2013; M. Morris et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2007; Wagner et al., 2011). The other two 

studies included computer assessments, where allocation concealment was not necessary.  Due 

to the nature of the interventions, participant blinding was not possible in all studies. 

The reasons for participant attrition were given in three studies (Hibbert et al., 2013; M. 

Morris et al., 2013; Schwartz et al., 2007). The other studies either did not report this at all 

(Nardone, 1987; Wagner et al., 2011) or had no participant drop outs (Succar et al., 2013). 

Intention to treat analysis was mentioned only in one trial which had no attrition (Succar et al., 

2013). Overall, there was no incomplete data collection or selective outcome reporting. 
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1.7 Discussion 

This review aimed to identify educational interventions for teaching HTC and included 

six studies that specifically evaluated the impact of teaching interventions on medical students. 

Five out of the six studies showed the introduced teaching interventions had a positive impact 

on student history-taking performance. These effective interventions used educational 

technology (electronic and multimedia), with two studies utilising online video demonstrations 

and two using an online virtual platform and a computer-based simulation. Although all studies 

shared a similar overall objective, they varied with regard to duration, curricular content, 

seniority of students, study design, intervention and outcome measures which limited their 

generalizability. However, a number of key findings can be inferred. Firstly, junior medical 

students appeared to benefit from educational interventions in teaching HTC, as demonstrated 

by all but one study (Schwartz et al., 2007). This positive effect persisted longitudinally at 12 

months in one study (Succar et al., 2013).  

In light of Miller’s framework of competency assessment, it is desirable to test basic 

knowledge (“knows”) as well as higher competency levels when measuring the effect of 

educational interventions (G. E. Miller, 1990). This is crucial as history taking is transformed 

from mere data gathering to performing a clinical task which can be measured objectively. Half 

of the reviewed studies used outcome measures that were operating at these higher competency 

assessment levels, with two studies utilising OSCEs and another study using standardised 

patients. However, only one of these (Hibbert et al., 2013) devised an HTC-specific marking 

criteria for its history-taking OSCE station. In the other (Schwartz et al., 2007), it was unclear 

whether OSCE scores were targeting HTC only or incorporated HTP. This is of particular 

importance as OSCE scores often assess both HTC and HTP unless an HTC-specific marking 

criteria is devised. The other three studies used clinical case histories and a computer-assessed 

knowledge base.  

Secondly, the teaching interventions utilised were consistent with blended learning, 

which uses a combination of face-to-face teaching in addition to electronic learning (e-

learning) methods. According to Finn and Bucceri, blended learning is defined as “the effective 

integration of various learning techniques, technologies and delivery modalities to meet 

specific communication, knowledge sharing and informational needs” (Finn & Bucceri, 2008, 

p. 2).  
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The overall beneficial impact on learning is in line with the current education literature, 

which supports a blended approach of teaching delivery methods in a digital world (Childs et 

al., 2005; Davis & Harden, 2001; Garrison & Kanuka, 2004; Khogali et al., 2011). However, 

some authors have cautioned using e-learning as an alternative to traditional teaching methods 

emphasising the complementary relationship of these two approaches (M. H. D. Harden R. M., 

2001; Njenga & Fourie, 2010).  

Reasons for preferring to design or use a blended learning system include pedagogical 

richness, improved on-demand access, social interaction, personal agency, cost effectiveness 

and ease of revision (Osguthorpe et al., 2003). This approach would likely optimise training as 

medical student numbers continue to rise in the face of growing financial constraints and 

limited clinical staff time (Bradley & Postlethwaite, 2003; Mckimm et al., 2010). A possible 

explanation for the positive effect of the four studies could lie in the Modality Effect, which 

capitalises on utilising both auditory and visual pathways to enhance memory and reduce 

cognitive load (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). Competing visually perceived text and 

images can increase cognitive load, thus reducing memory consolidation. Conversely, using 

spoken text in addition to images reduces cognitive load, with enhanced memory retrieval and, 

therefore, enhanced outcomes, such as those observed in the four included studies (Reinwein, 

2012; van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). Moreover, junior medical students have been shown 

to prefer multiple learning styles (Lujan & DiCarlo, 2006), and the fact that scientific curricula 

rely substantially on didactic teaching as their main pedagogy means some visual learners 

could be disadvantaged (Solomon et al., 1991). Thus, blended learning which caters for 

students through multidimensional learning strategies, such as auditory and visual stimuli, can 

improve their overall academic performance. In addition, utilising online modules could 

facilitate individual student learning and revision as they generally study alone, except before 

clinical exams when they practice with colleagues (Hilliard, 1995b) in a convenient on-demand 

learning environment (Harden, 2008; Hibbert et al., 2013; Khogali et al., 2011).  

This systematic review was restricted to published literature in English, which represents 

a linguistic selection bias. Moreover, our systematic review did not include grey literature and 

consisted of a small number of studies. Furthermore, heterogeneity of study designs, medical 

student seniority, interventions and duration is a limitation of this review. Finally, publication 

bias could have been introduced as only studies with positive results may have been published.  
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However, to our knowledge, this review is the first of its kind assessing the limited 

available literature on teaching HTC; it focuses on effective educational approaches that may 

be of benefit to medical school programs globally as enhancing history taking is a fundamental 

aim of good clinical practice.   

1.8 Conclusions 

The findings of this systematic review suggest that educational interventions have a 

positive impact on teaching medical students HTC. Given that the included studies were 

heterogeneous; more rigorous research is needed to inform a more consistent approach to the 

teaching of HTC. Future studies could attempt to examine educational interventions focusing 

on HTC.  

Key findings to optimally develop an effective teaching program for HTC include the 

incorporation of learner-centred blended teaching approaches utilising simulation, multimedia 

and e-learning which capitalise on technological advances. Despite the general consensus on 

the importance of both HTC and HTP, content remains an understudied area. Educational 

researchers are encouraged to address the imbalance to enable these to function in a 

complementary manner, thus promoting clinical data gathering through better communication. 

1.9 Systematic review update 

For the systematic review in Chapter One, an up-to-date literature search was conducted 

in May 2020 using four databases, including MEDLINE, EMBASE, PsycINFO and ERIC. 

These searches used combinations of the search terms including history taking or clinical 

history or medical interview$, education or curriculum or instruct$ or course$ or intervention$ 

or training or teach$ or learn$, medical student$. As ERIC database has been moved to 

ProQuest recently, search annotations were changed according to best search strategy for this 

database. For example, terms were put between quotation marks and $ sign replaced by * not 

$.  

All original research articles, reviews, editorials, essays and conference proceedings were 

retrieved. Relevant articles that were included focused on teaching HTC and the impact on 

medical students’ history-taking performance.  
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Studies were identified by two authors (myself and a research assistant) working 

independently to increase the integrity of the search strategy. Both authors met and discussed 

their search results, and any disagreement was resolved by consensus. The search for, and 

selection of, papers for review was completed in May 2020 according to the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria mentioned in Chapter One, except for the publication period which was 

changed from 2015 to 2020. The same methodology as in Chapter One was followed.   

The search strategy generated 155 articles in total from the four databases. There were 

110 in MEDLINE, 29 in PsycInfo, 10 in EMBASE, and 6 in ERIC. After duplicates were 

removed, 132 articles were included for title and abstract review. After inclusion and exclusion 

criteria were applied, a total of 10 articles were included for full text review. Of these, no 

studies were included for analysis (see Figure 6.9). This was not surprising as only six studies 

were included in the 2015 literature search from 1980 to 2015, which highlights the knowledge 

gap in teaching HTC.  
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Figure 1.2. PRISMA Flow Chart. 

 

1.10 Implications for Future Research 

Better-designed trials are needed to assess educational interventions for HTC. Ideally, 

these studies should be designed as RCTs, using clear randomisation/concealment and 

minimising contamination. The intervention should be compared with the best available 

traditional teaching methods, such as didactic lectures, while using similar control group 

participant characteristics. The educational interventions should be validated using similar 

content and duration. So far, most of the studies on HTC have assessed short-term outcomes; 

therefore, there is a gap in the literature with regard to longer-term benefits.  
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Using pre- and post-validated outcome measures, studies should attempt to measure a 

number of key domains including students’ knowledge, attitude and clinical performance.  

Knowledge could be assessed through validated knowledge tests and marking criteria 

targeting key learning objectives. In terms of affective outcome measures, authors should 

consider using validated scales to assess key affective elements such as confidence, anxiety 

and stress levels as well as satisfaction. This could be explored in depth through both 

quantitative and qualitative research methods. Finally, to ensure that knowledge translates into 

behavioural change, validated outcome measures such as OSCEs using validated marking 

criteria would be ideal. 

1.10 Summary 

History-taking content is an important clinical skill that needs to be taught to medical 

students. This systematic review’s results showed a positive impact of using student-centred 

blended learning teaching interventions such as using multimedia, simulation and e-learning.  

Therefore, there is emerging support for using a technologically enhanced teaching 

approach which includes using visual imagery. However, visual metaphor in particular, which 

is the subject of interest, has not been used in the included studies. Therefore, the following 

chapter will focus on defining visual metaphors, their components, their use in medical 

education and culturally important points to consider during their design or presentation.    
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To understand visual metaphor is a difficult task; to explain it is more difficult. 
For how can one begin to do justice verbally to that which is by nature 

nonverbal and visual?— (Feinstein, 1982) 

2.1 Introduction 

Although metaphor was considered until recently to be a mere decorative component of 

speech (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008), it is now considered as a cognitive process separate from 

language. Moreover, it is currently considered by rhetoricians “to pervade all forms of 

knowledge” (Robert N. St Clair, 2000) .  

The use of metaphor in medicine dates back to Aristotle, when he used vases to compare 

the heart and blood vessels (Marcos, 1997). Before Aristotle’s use of metaphor, his predecessor 

Greek philosophers, such as Plato and Isocrates, had recognised the role metaphor plays in 

human knowledge transfer (Kirby, 1997). However, Aristotle is credited to be the first 

philosopher to appreciate its value in language and enhancing knowledge (Marcos, 1997). In 

his ancient biological teachings, he used metaphor to transfer knowledge of what is known to 

help learn the new taught knowledge. For example, Aristotle explained how blood is contained 

in the heart and associated vessels and compared this to a vase (Marcos, 1997). Our day-to-day 

conversations are metaphor-rich; we use the figure of speech so often that it is sometimes hard 

to separate it from non-metaphorical speech. Verbal metaphors such as “he broke her heart”, 

“she hit rock bottom”, ”he felt down in the dumps”, “she was on top of the world”, “I was 

blown away”, “I was shattered” and “she is fighting breast cancer” highlight how we 

commonly use metaphor in our day-to-day conversations such that it is almost taken for 

granted.  

2.2 Metaphor and Medicine 

Currently, metaphor use is prevalent in medical education (Masukume & Zumla, 2012) 

teaching of some of the more complicated and abstract scientific principles (Coulehan, 2003). 

Nobel prize winner Emil Fischer’s lock and key model of enzyme-substrate interaction in 

physiology (Paton, 1992) is a good example of metaphor use in teaching science.  

 

CHAPTER TWO: WHY VISUAL METAPHOR? 
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In contemporary medical education and patient literacy, its use continues to expand to 

explaining abstract concepts in many fields including cardiology (Schuster et al., 2011), 

surgery (Bleakley, 2017), radiology (Baker & Partyka, 2011), psychiatry (Rosenman, 2008), 

surgery, anaesthesiology (Shafer, 1995) and oncology (Penson et al., 2004). Up until today, 

clinicians and patients commonly use metaphor to understand disease and the treatment 

process. A common metaphorical example is conceptualising cancer treatment using 

metaphors of fighting a war (Penson et al., 2004). Clinicians are influenced by such metaphors; 

hence, some patients need to be treated “aggressively” to “fight” cancer spread.  

Therefore, metaphor being a cognitive process separate from language implies its 

multimodal presentations verbally and visually (Ojha, 2013).  

Metaphors continue to be used successfully to teach some of the more complicated and 

abstract scientific principles. For example, in psychiatry, Freud used metaphor commonly in 

his writings, especially when describing abstract concepts to the extent that some authors 

considered metaphor as a source of Freud’s thoughts (Nash, 1962). For example, he explained 

the relationship between the Ego and Id as the horse and its rider. In his paper, The Ego and 

the Id, he stated that “...the ego... in its relation to the id it is like a man on horseback, who has 

to hold in check the superior strength of the horse” (Freud & Strachey, 1971, p 91). While 

verbal metaphors have been heavily used in our verbal and text-rich cultures, visual metaphors 

are becoming more used since the introduction of computer-assisted visual communications 

(Robert N. St Clair, 2000).  

2.3 Visual Metaphors 

Visual metaphors are used in our everyday lives, for example, with computer and smart 

phone user interfaces. Most of us recognise instantaneously the non-literal meaning of 

computer desktop, folders and trash can icons, which are visual metaphors of certain computing 

functions. In the era of digital natives, it would be hard to imagine what a desktop would look 

like without such visual metaphors. A visual metaphor is defined as “a graphic structure that 

uses the shape and elements of a familiar natural or man-made artefact or of an easily 

recognisable activity or story to organise content meaningfully and use the associations with 

the metaphor to convey additional meaning about the content” (Eppler, 2006).  
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For example, the tip of the iceberg is a commonly used verbal metaphor referring to the 

proportion of explicit to implicit knowledge and a visual representation of that is the visual 

metaphor equivalent (see Figure 2.1). 

 
 

Figure 2.1 The tip of the iceberg visual metaphor. 

 

Emil Fischer used familiar, man-made objects (lock and key) to organise knowledge 

about how a specifically shaped substrate (key) is needed to activate a specifically shaped 

enzyme (lock). The visual metaphor literature explains how the familiar object called as the 

source domain or vehicle is used to learn the unfamiliar concept called the target domain or 

topic (Carroll, 1994). Therefore, the source domain of the lock and key was used to facilitate 

learning the target domain of the enzyme and substrate interaction and a visual representation 

of this is an example of a visual metaphor (see Figure 2.2). Another example of how prevalent 

visual metaphors are is the floppy disk icon representing (Save) functionality in many software. 

This visual metaphor is still alive despite the extinction of floppy disks and continues to be 

visually intuitive (Moura, 2006). An explanation offered for this is that old meanings of 

metaphors remain embedded in the social collective memory (Andrews, 2019). The author 

refers to the current use of “rolling up” the car windows metaphor which still exists in car 

manufacturers’ manuals in current days. Other commonly used visually intuitive metaphors 

include the desktop, folder, file, trash can and search icons used in designing computer user 

interface.  
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Although not many of us would have a steel trash can in their households, the visual metaphor 

is considered visually intuitive of the intended operating system’s functionality. Such interface 

visual metaphors encourage the users to activate their prior knowledge about the source 

(desktop) and map them onto the target domain which are the computer system’s functionalities 

(Marcus, 1993). The implicit meaning of desktop includes spatial organisation of files and 

folders (Marcus, 1993).   

 

Figure 2.2 A visual metaphor of the lock and key verbal metaphor. 
 

On a cognitive level, the learner either learns this enzyme-substrate interaction from zero 

or is able to activate relevant prior knowledge in the long-term memory (LTM) to facilitate 

understanding, organising and the newly taught information (Lakoff & Johnson, 2008). 

Research into the educational benefits of visual metaphor has demonstrated that it is an 

effective teaching method (Bleed, 2005; Eppler, 2006; Williams & Dwyer, 1999). Furthermore, 

it  has been shown to allow the learner to cognitively reach a deeper meaning, sometimes called 

cognitive elaboration (Feinstein, 1982; Jeong, 2008).  

2.3.1 Visual metaphor components 

Before the work of Carroll on visual metaphor in 1994 (Carroll, 1994), negligible 

research contributions had been made (Forceville, 2002). According to Forceville (2002), a 

visual metaphor needs three elements to be called so. First, two domains must be identified; 

second, one of the domains must be designated as the target (the topic of the metaphor) and the 

other as the source (the element relevant to the metaphor); and third, one or more characteristics 

of the source that could be mapped onto the target must be identified. For example, the Emil 

Fisher metaphor of lock and key could be used here (see Figure 2.2).  
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In this example, two metaphors are used, namely the lock and key. A specifically shaped 

substrate (target) is needed to activate an enzyme. In this example, the key serves as a (source) 

domain and it has a number of characteristics that could be mapped onto the substrate (see 

Figure 2.3). These include having specific teeth and the ability to open locks. The final visual 

metaphor sends the message that substrates have specific shapes which enable them to activate 

enzymes. The lock is the second visual metaphor, where the lock is the source and the enzyme 

is the target domain. Depicting these verbal metaphors visually creates visual metaphors.  

 

Figure 2.3 The key metaphor has a source and target components. 
 

2.3.2 Visual metaphor types 

There are two main types of visual metaphors, namely multimodal and monomodal visual 

metaphors (Forceville & Urios-Aparisi, 2009b). Multimodal visual metaphors involve 

depicting elements of the metaphor in images and text (see Figure 2.4), while monomodal 

involves pictorial depiction only (see Figure 2.5).   
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Figure 2.4 Multimodal visual metaphors use pictures and text (“Cartoon: Our Current Medical Crisis,” 

2008). 
 

 

Figure 2.5 Ambulance at the bottom of a cliff metaphor. An example of 
monomodal visual metaphor (Jones et al., 2009). 

2.3.3 Cultural aspects of using visual metaphors 

Culture plays a vital role in how metaphors are comprehended and used (Deignan, 2003; 

Robert N. St Clair, 2000). Therefore, a visual metaphor might be interpreted differently in 

different cultures due to different background knowledge about the presented metaphor.  
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This highlights the importance of careful creation of visual metaphors that are culturally 

sensitive to avoid any unintended meaning being comprehended by the viewer (Forceville, 

2017). Forceville used the example of how the donkey in the Shrek I movie (2001) 

misinterpreted the comparing of an ogre to an onion. While the intended meaning was to 

highlight the complexity of ogres through reference to the multiple layers of an onion, the 

donkey comprehended (mapped) other features of the onion onto ogres, such as being stinky 

and making people cry (Forceville, 2017). Forceville also referred to a visual metaphor 

depicted in a shoe advertisement (see Figure 2.6) which was originally cited by Maleej (2001) 

to highlight how the Arabic audience found it offensive based on cultural values of not having 

shoes turned towards people.  

 

Figure 2.6 An example of culturally inappropriate use of visual metaphors for Arabs (Maalej, 2001). 
 
 

From the example in Figure 2.6, it is clear that visual metaphors need to be culturally 

sensitive and appropriate for the target audience as we see in the visual metaphor design 

chapter.  
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2.4 Visual Metaphor Educational Benefits 

A number of benefits have been reported for visual metaphor as a learning and 

knowledge sharing tool, including improved audience engagement, attention, memory and 

comprehension (Hanson, 1993). Visual metaphor can provide a means of transferring a 

complex concept into simple visual symbols which facilitate the connection between thoughts 

and feelings (Ortony, 1993a). Visual metaphors, when created and presented well, have high 

levels of memorability and understandability. In addition, they have low-to-moderate levels of 

difficulty in comparison to mind maps (Eppler, 2006). They also assist learners to incorporate 

newly learnt material into prior knowledge (Eppler & Burkhard, 2004). This feature fits 

particularly well with one of the main principles of teaching, which is activating previous 

knowledge (Mace & Binyon, 2006). This activation of prior knowledge was identified early on 

as one of the main characteristics of problem-based learning principles (Schmidt, 1983). Visual 

metaphor as one type of visual representation has been associated with enhanced problem 

solving as well as linking new to prior knowledge (Roth et al., 1999). The relational structure 

of the metaphorical components of visual metaphor allows optimal information organisation 

(Read et al., 1990), which could be due to activating semantic memory (Gentner, 1983). 

Finally, visual metaphor could have potential as a  method for teaching students of indigenous 

oral cultures such as Māori and Pacific students who utilise visual metaphors (Robert N. St 

Clair, 2000).  

2.5 Summary 

In this chapter, I explained the historical origins of metaphor and how it evolved from 

being considered a decorative speech component to a cognitive process separate from 

language. I also identified its prevalent use in medicine then described visual metaphor 

components, types and cultural aspects of interpretation. As mentioned in the Thesis Overview, 

visual metaphors have been studied mostly in the marketing field where the goal is persuasion. 

In order to design visual metaphors for teaching purposes, there needs to be an evidence-based 

educational theoretical framework to guide its design and development into a technologically 

enhanced teaching medium such as a serious game. Given that visual metaphors have been 

considered in recent years as a cognitive process separate from language, the following chapter 

will explore the main educational cognitive theories. In addition, it will describe their main 

components which would inform the choice of the preferred educational theory for visual 

metaphor design and development.  
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3.1 Introduction 

Medical education research has highlighted the need for educational theory-informed 

instructional design in our dynamic digital world (Annetta, 2010; Kron et al., 2010; Sandars et 

al., 2015; Wideman et al., 2007). The need for this is shown by the small number of studies 

that have clearly identified their educational theories used in designing SGs for teaching 

science students (Cheng et al., 2015). Unfortunately, many teaching interventions are designed 

based on anecdote rather than robust educational theories, thus increasing their chances of 

failing to achieve educational goals (Sandars et al., 2015). In this section, a review of the two 

major visual metaphor-relevant educational theories will be described, concluding with a 

detailed description of the chosen educational theory and the rationale for its use. 

Where learning is concerned, educational theories are grouped into normative and 

descriptive domains (Sandars et al., 2015). While normative theories focus on the learner and 

the intended educational goals, descriptive theories are concerned with how learning takes 

place on a procedural level- cognitively, socially and contextually (Sandars et al., 2015). As 

metaphor is considered a cognitive process separate even from language (Chiappe & Chiappe, 

2007; Refaie, 2003), the literature search focused on cognitive educational theories that could 

inform the visual metaphor design and development. This focus on cognitive theories was 

informed by the fact that the intervention was to be delivered using a serious game and, 

according to an SGs meta-analysis conducted in 2013, a cognitive theory-informed approach 

to serious game design was recommended (Wouters, van Nimwegen, et al., 2013). Cognitive 

Load Theory (CLT) and Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) are considered the 

two main cognitive educational theories to optimise instructional design in medical education 

(Sandars et al., 2015). These two theories are considered the main cognitive educational 

theories in Educational Psychology (Ginns & Leppink, 2019).  

CHAPTER THREE: EDUCATIONAL THEORY LITERATURE REVIEW 
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3.2 Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) 

In 1988, Sweller, at the University of New South Wales, developed CLT (Sweller, 1988). 

It is considered to be one of the main cognitive educational theories in medical education 

(Sandars et al., 2015) and one of the most popular educational psychology theories informing 

instructional design (Sweller et al., 2019). CLT’s use in medical education to improve 

intellectual performance has been on the rise and has guided the development of a number of 

instructional design principles to aid in the design of teaching material. This theory also 

predated and heavily influenced Mayer’s CTML (Sweller et al., 2019).  

CLT asserts that learning is impaired when the limited working memory (WM) capacity 

is exceeded (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). This is termed cognitive load and is composed of 

three types, which can have positive or negative effects on the limited human cognitive 

resources: intrinsic, extraneous and germane loads. Ideally, negative loads should be minimised 

while optimising positive loads to optimise learning. Therefore, learning could be influenced 

by the intrinsic nature of the learning material (intrinsic load or the “What”), by the way in 

which the material is presented (extraneous load or the “How”) and by the learning that actually 

takes place for the learner (germane load). Figure 3.1 shows the CLT’s three cognitive loads. 
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Figure 3.1 The three main cognitive loads: intrinsic, extraneous and germane. 

Below are the three main cognitive load goals: managing the intrinsic load; reducing the 

extraneous load; and, based on the second goal, improving the germane load.  

3.2.1 Manage intrinsic cognitive load. 

Intrinsic cognitive load (IL) is defined as “the mental work imposed by the content 

complexity” on the learner (Clark et al., 2005). This complexity is dependent on the degree of 

element interactivity in the teaching material. Sweller  et al. (2019) used learning foreign 

language words and sentences for low and high element interactivity respectively. Because 

meanings could be learnt reasonably independently for each word, they are said to have low 

element interactivity, and thus have low intrinsic cognitive load. The opposite is true for 

sentences as they have multiple facets such as meaning, grammar and syntax which need a high 

level of timely coordination, thus increasing intrinsic workload. Element interactivity is 

defined as “the degree to which the elements of something to be learned can, or cannot, be 

understood in isolation” (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). Therefore, it is dependent on the 

level of connectedness between elements and the coordination needed to learn them.  
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WM’s limited resources could be exhausted, therefore, as that memory processes multiple 

elements concurrently, thus hindering effective learning (Chandler & Sweller, 1991). Sweller 

initially reported that IL could not be modified as it was built into the material taught; hence, 

he proposed working on germane and extraneous cognitive load to optimise learning (Sweller, 

1994). However, recently it has been suggested that IL could be modified or managed through 

developing schemata or activating prior knowledge (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010).  

3.2.2 Decrease extraneous cognitive load. 

Extraneous load (EL) is the load experienced by the learner due to the instructional 

material design (Clark et al., 2005). EL is the cognitive load caused by how the instructional 

material is presented (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). One of the CLT goals is to reduce 

this load through optimal instructional design in order to increase germane load (learning).  

To illustrate this using a worked example, Figure 3.2 provides an example of a pie chart 

commonly used in presentations. To understand this pie chart, the learner would need to 

navigate and match colour codes to country names and percentages through a wide visuospatial 

area. This poor instructional design, according to the CLT, causes high EL with subsequent 

reduced germane load (reduced learning) as the learner’s attention is split between multiple 

elements of the chart. This waste limited cognitive resources which could be used for 

processing information rather than navigating the pie chart back and forth.   

 
Figure 3.2 A commonly used pie chart which increases extraneous load and reduces germane load 

(Hussain Alyami et al., 2016). 
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There are a number of instructional design principles to minimise EL including 

segmentation, redundancy, worked examples and split attention. For example, the “split-

attention” principle aims to minimise the splitting of the learner’s attention through grouping 

information in close visuospatial proximity. The pie chart in Figure 3.2 was redesigned using 

this principle, whereby the percentage and country name are placed on the colour-coded area 

of relevance, thus minimising split attention and reducing extraneous load (see Figure 3.3). 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Reducing extraneous load through minimising split attention (Hussain Alyami et al., 2016). 

Another example of split attention is watching a subtitled English movie. The audience’s 

attention could be split between reading the subtitle, listening to the audio and following the 

scenes, with subsequently high EL that reduces germane load (learning). Therefore, the goal is 

to effectively design teaching material to reduce EL and increase germane load.  

3.2.3 Increase germane cognitive load. 

Germane load (GL) is the cognitive load experienced by learning the material presented. 

It refers to the “mental resources devoted to elements that do not contribute to learning and 

schemata acquisition or automation” (Debue & van de Leemput, 2014, p 2). 

GL is inversely related to extraneous load. For example, high extraneous cognitive load 

due to poor instructional design (use of redundant information) uses up cognitive resources 

needed for processing information, thus reducing learning (germane load). Cognitive load 

theory aims to increase GL through reducing EL.  
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It views schemata acquisition and automation as the main aim of learning (Sweller et al., 1998). 

Such schemata are developed by the learner through focusing attention on the taught material, 

grouping and organising its items and linking these to prior knowledge in the LTM (Mayer, 

2010). This schemata acquisition is dependent on the available cognitive resources (GL) for 

processing the subject material (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). Although schemata are 

considered part of the LTM, they could be activated and brought into the WM to process new 

information, thus reducing intrinsic load (Paas et al., 2004). Therefore, generating schemata is 

considered a primary goal of learning (Sweller, 1994). Each schemata represents a large 

number of interacting elements, which have been processed and chunked into one overall 

schemata; the latter gets stored in the LTM. When a large number of interacting elements enter 

the WM, instead of processing them individually using limited resources of the WM, 

previously constructed relevant schemata surface to the WM from the LTM to process the new 

information as one element through the use of prior knowledge (F. Paas et al., 2003). Sweller 

used the example of a learner being tasked with describing a specific tree and explained how 

prior schemata about trees in terms of colour, leaves and branches will influence the description 

of this newly presented tree (Sweller, 1994). This process is said to be unconscious and 

automatic (F. Paas et al., 2004), which explains how humans effortlessly perceive the detailed 

world around them with minimal mental effort. 

3.3 Worked Examples of Schemata Construction and Automation 

For example, if a texagon shape was invented and presented to you now in a picture and 

textual explanation, your eyes would perceive this through the visual and verbal sensory 

channels, and this information would then be sent to the WM. Here, the picture and textual 

explanation would be organised, followed by activating relevant prior knowledge (schemata) 

from the LTM about similar shapes such as hexagons. At this stage, a new schema is acquired 

for this particular shape and is added to the bigger schemata repository of shapes in the LTM. 

Whenever you see a texagon again, the initial process is bypassed as the pre-existing texagon 

schemata is automatically brought into your WM effortlessly, hence the effortless recognition 

of multiple shapes around us.  

Therefore, WM’s limited resources should be effectively utilized for schemata 

acquisition and automation, which can be achieved through improved instructional design that 

reduces extraneous load, manages intrinsic load and optimises germane load.  
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Another example arises in the case of a learner confronting a poorly designed presentation slide 

with redundant information. This is likely to increase the extraneous load and reduce the 

learner’s germane load (learning) as limited WM resources needed for schemata acquisition 

and automation are used to process this redundant information. Eliminating such redundant 

information reduces extraneous load and optimises germane load as the learner effectively 

utilises limited cognitive resources to learn the presented material through schemata 

construction and automation.  

3.4 Putting These Three Cognitive Loads Together 

As the above cognitive load explanations could represent high cognitive loading for any 

reader, a worked example is provided, which is one of the CLT instructional design principles 

described in the following section (see 3.5), to better utilize the reader’s cognitive resources in 

processing this information.  

Emil Fischer used the lock and key visual metaphor to explain how a specifically shaped 

substrate (the key) is required to activate a specifically shaped enzyme (lock) (Lichtenthaler, 

1995). The inherent complexity of the microscopic concept of enzyme and substrate interaction 

is termed IL. The higher the complexity of the taught material, the higher its associated intrinsic 

IL is. Fischer could have presented the concept verbally or textually to students in its full 

complexity (high intrinsic and extraneous load leading to low germane load and learning) (see 

Figure 3.4). 
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Figure 3.4 High intrinsic load content could have been presented using instructional design with high 
extraneous load leading to reduced germane load or learning.  

 
However, Fischer modified his instructional design using the lock and key example (low 

extraneous load leading to high germane load) (see Figure 3.5). Presenting such a complex 

concept in a way similar to that in the textbook is associated with high extraneous and intrinsic 

loads (students feeling cognitively loaded due to utilising more of their limited WM capacity 

to process such information which leaves minimal cognitive resources to process such 

information into the LTM). The learning, therefore, is reduced (low germane load). Fischer 

overcame this by optimising his instructional design with the use of worked examples or 

activating prior knowledge through the use of the lock and key concept. This instructional 

design modification reduced the cognitive load experienced by students (reduced extraneous 

load) and enabled them to free up some of their WM cognitive resources to process information 

into the LTM, thus improving germane load. This visual metaphor could represent a schemata 

function that surfaces from the LTM into the WM to facilitate processing this concept into 

LTM, thus better managing the high intrinsic load.  
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Figure 3.5 Using the enzyme (key) and substrate (lock) visual metaphor modified the instructional 
design and minimised extraneous load hence improving germane load or 

learning.  

3.5 CLT Design Principles 

Cognitive load theory has provided a major contribution to the educational literature through 

devising a number of design principles that aim to reduce extraneous load, increase germane 

load and manage intrinsic load. Some of these design principles relevant to the research in this 

thesis are discussed in detail in chapter Five. Some of the main principles discussed include 

worked examples, redundancy and split-attention principles.  

3.5.1 Worked Example Effect 

The worked example effect is considered the most important CLT design principle for 

reducing cognitive load (F. Paas et al., 2003). It suggests that providing learners with worked 

examples of a problem and its solution is better than asking them to solve it. The principle 

assumes that novice learners have limited schemata for solving new problems and experience 

high extraneous load as they attempt to solve them, resulting in low germane load (van 

Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010).  
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If a worked example is presented to novice learners, it enables the establishment of new 

schemata; this helps them to optimise the germane load needed for future problem solving. 

Although this principle is in line with the traditional medical education teaching style “see one, 

do one and teach one”, it is at odds with medical education’s problem-based teaching approach 

(van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). 

3.5.2 Split-Attention Effect 

This effect refers to how learning can be improved by integrating information sources in 

close visuospatial proximity (Cierniak et al., 2009; Tarmizi & Sweller, 1988). For example, it 

would be very cognitively loading for a reader of this thesis to read about split attention on this 

page then to refer to a diagram about it at the end of the thesis. A good example for managing 

this kind of issue is the integration of multiple sources of information into a cohesive 

visuospatial proximity on a pie chart (see Figure 3.3). The attentional resources, therefore, 

could be rechannelled to process the intended information rather than wasted on integrating 

multiple pieces of information.  

3.5.3 Redundancy Principle 

One of the contributing factors to increased extraneous load, which wastes cognitive 

resources needed for learning, includes presenting redundant information (Sweller, 1994). This 

effect highlights the need for selective inclusion of information sources and eliminating any 

information that is self-explanatory (Sweller et al., 2019). For example, showing a picture of a 

key and writing the word “key” next to it introduces redundant information which will increase 

extraneous load and reduce learning.   

3.6 Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) 

Richard E. Mayer developed this theory, which posits that multimedia learning occurs 

when the learner builds mental representations from textual and pictorial information (Mayer 

& Moreno, 2003). This theory assumes that learning is better when both information inputs are 

used than when pictures or words are used alone.  
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This theory is based on three main assumptions:  

1. The dual-channel assumption  

2. The limited capacity assumption  

3. The active processing assumption.  

 

3.6.1 CTML First Assumption: The Dual-Channel 

This assumption is based on two theories, namely the Dual Coding Theory developed by 

Paivio and Clark (1991) and Baddeley’s working memory theory (1992).  

Paivio and Clark’s Dual Coding Theory provided an explanation of how pictorial and 

linguistic information can be processed through cognitive nonverbal and verbal systems. 

Perceived stimuli, whether verbal (linguistic, visual and auditory symbols) or nonverbal 

(images, sounds, sensations, actions and other non-linguistic items), could be received and 

processed through verbal and nonverbal systems. These systems function independently as well 

as in association with each other. Therefore, within each system there are associative structures 

which process information sequentially in the verbal system and simultaneously in the 

nonverbal system. Although these systems are separate, they connect with each other through 

referential connections. For example, the textual word “hospital”, although it is verbally 

received and processed through the verbal system in a sequential manner, it is also connected 

through referential connections to the nonverbal system as the word could invoke visceral 

sensations and mental images. Paivio and Clark explained that a textual word processed 

through the verbal system sequentially could trigger a very detailed mental image or images, 

which will be processed simultaneously through the nonverbal system. This richness of 

cognitive association was highlighted by Paivio and Clark when he used the colloquial saying, 

“pictures are worth a thousand words”. According to Paivio and Clark, these referential 

connections between such distinct systems are responsible for enabling the learner to assign a 

word to a picture and vice versa.  
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The second theory on which CTML’s first assumption of dual-channel was developed is 

Baddeley’s working memory theory (Baddeley, 1992).  

Given the importance of memory in this research, this topic will be discussed in some 

detail. Cognitive psychology has grappled with memory as a single or dichotomous component 

for decades (Baddeley, 1992). Patients with memory disorders provided some insight into such 

questions as they struggled with short- or long-term memory (LTM) testing. In the 1960s, a 

short-term memory (STM) model developed by Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) saw this memory 

component as a temporary information storage system before information is transferred into 

the LTM (1968). They saw STM as a working memory (WM) where encoding, retrieval and 

other cognitive processes take place. However, this assumption did not withstand the fact that 

some patients with impaired STM had intact ability for LTM formation, as well as minimal 

cognitive deficits, raising questions about the robustness of this model (Alan. Baddeley, 1992).  

Almost a decade later, the STM model was replaced by the current WM model developed 

by Baddeley and Hitch (1974). It viewed WM as a system responsible for not only temporarily 

storing but also simultaneously processing verbal or visual information. The model was further 

expanded to include a central executive system that governs problem solving and focusing 

attention. This executive system also controls the other two subcomponents of WM, namely 

the phonological loop, which is responsible for verbal information storage and processing, and 

the visuospatial sketchpad, which is responsible for processing and storing visual imagery 

(Baddeley, 1992).  

While the phonological loop is responsible for temporarily storing and processing 

(rehearsing) auditory inputs as well as textually presented words for one to two seconds or 

through repeating them sub-vocally, the visuospatial sketchpad is responsible for temporarily 

storing and processing (manipulating) visual images.  

In 2003, Baddeley introduced another subsystem called the episodic buffer, which was 

assigned some of the central executive functions; it has a limited storage capacity structure that 

receives and integrates multiple data entries from the phonological and visuospatial sketchpad. 

It was said to unify visual, spatial and kinaesthetic information to allow it to be temporarily 

stored and manipulated (Baddeley, 2003). 
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3.6.2 CTML Second Assumption: The Limited Capacity 

This assumption acknowledges that WM has a processing capacity limited to only a few 

units of information at any given time. This assumption stemmed from the CLT developed by 

Sweller as described in section 3.2. This theory was built on Miller’s original memory work 

which highlighted that the WM capacity is limited to storing and processing up to seven items 

of information at any given time, which if not processed can be lost permanently (Miller, 1956). 

More recent research suggests that the number of seven was an over-estimation of the WM 

capacity limitation as it can only hold four items (Cowan, 2001) or even two items (Gobet & 

Clarkson, 2004) at any given time if not processed into the LTM. 

Cognitive load theory highlighted this limitation in WM capacity and proposed that the 

learner has to deal with three cognitive demands, namely intrinsic, extraneous and germane 

loads. It also proposed a number of instructional design principles to aid learning, which was 

discussed separately in section 3.2.  

3.6.3 CTML Third Assumption: Active Processing 

This assumption views meaningful learning to be achieved when the learner’s WM is 

actively engaged in a number of cognitive processes: focusing attention on the presented 

material (words and pictures), organising this knowledge into cognitive representations and 

finally linking the latter with past knowledge (Mayer, 2010). The concept of meaningful 

learning was initially described by Ausubel (1968): “If I had to reduce all of educational 

psychology to just one principle, I would say this: The most important single factor influencing 

learning is what the learner already knows. Ascertain this and teach him accordingly” 

(Ausubel, 1968, p. 235). Therefore, this assumption emphasises that learning is an active 

process by which learners guide their attention to the pictorial or verbal stimuli; then these are 

organised through the WM as pictorial or verbal models. Next, such models are integrated with 

one another as well as with activated prior knowledge from the LTM.  
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3.7 Why CLT Was Chosen as this Thesis’s Theoretical Framework 

While CLT and CTML are considered the main cognitive educational theories (Ginns & 

Leppink, 2019), CLT was chosen as the candidate theoretical framework for designing the 

visual metaphors for a number of reasons. Firstly, unlike CLT, CTML theory has no validated 

measures for cognitive load and relies on retention tests (Sorden, 2012). Cognitive load theory, 

on the other hand, has an established validated measurement tool for cognitive load (Sorden, 

2012). For the purpose of this thesis, having a validated measurement tool is essential for 

examining the effect of our intervention on learning history-taking content in addition to 

incorporating retention tests in the study. Secondly, the model proposed by Mayer in CTML is 

predominantly informed by CTL (Sorden, 2012). For example, essential, extraneous and 

generative cognitive processes presented in CTML correspond with intrinsic, extraneous and 

germane loads presented by Sweller’s work on CLT (Sorden, 2012). Finally, CLT predated 

CTML (Sweller et al., 2019); thus, it has a larger evidence base behind it. In January of 2019, 

CLT had nearly 2000 citations in Web of Science and over 5000 citations in Google Scholar 

(Ginns & Leppink, 2019). Overall, the two theories are considered complementary, which is 

evident in editor Mayer’s (2005) Implications of Cognitive Load Theory for Multimedia 

Learning book. The first (introductory) chapter  refers extensively to the historical development 

of CTML from CTL, and the second chapter is devoted entirely to CLT, with CTML following 

in the third chapter.  

3.8 Summary 

To design visual metaphors, a sound theoretical educational theory needed to be chosen. 

Two main cognitive theories were discussed, and CLT was chosen as the preferred theory for 

visual metaphor design. Cognitive load theory design principles will guide visual metaphor 

design. A number of these design principles could be enabled in the technologically enhanced 

medium of a serious game. However, the potential of SGs to deliver the designed visual 

metaphors needs to be reviewed in order to capitalize on previous research and ensure they are 

a suitable medium.   

The following chapter will discuss the potential for a serious game to serve as a delivery 

method for the designed visual metaphors, including how it is defined and designed. 
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4.1 Why Serious Games as the Delivery Method for Visual Metaphors? 

Having established the importance of clinical history taking as the cornerstone of arriving 

at a medical diagnosis, the systematic review showed that technologically enhanced 

educational interventions are effective in teaching this essential skill (H. Alyami et al., 2016) 

(see chapter One). The question now is how the designed visual metaphors should be delivered 

as there are multiple mediums for this including animation, power point presentation, video or 

SGs. The literature is clear that whatever this medium might be, it needs to utilize sound 

educational theory-informed instructional design as many of the available educational 

technology enhanced interventions have lacked an educational theoretical framework design 

(Sandars, 2009).  

Having reviewed the literature for relevant educational theories to inform the design and 

the selection of CLT as the preferred theory (discussed in detail in chapter Three), SGs were 

considered the best delivery method for the visual metaphors as their functionalities enable 

more use of CLT design principles, such as minimising redundancy and split attention. The 

choice of CLT was supported by an SGs meta-analysis which recommended adopting cognitive 

theory design principles (Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 2013).  

4.2 Preface 

Over the last 4 decades, electronic games have progressively taken over from classic 

entertainment games (Connolly et al., 2012). Similarly, innovative SG use within health is now 

attracting more attention than ever as an educational tool (Sylvester, 2012). However, SG 

research remains in its infancy (Lameras et al., 2017); around 10% of available SGs are 

purposefully created for knowledge and skill improvement.  

 

 

 

CHAPTER FOUR: WHY SERIOUS GAMES? 
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Current medical students, aka “digital natives, millennials or net generation” have grown 

up acquainted with this electronic social shift. Prensky (2001) highlighted this by suggesting 

that college graduates spend more than 10,000 hours playing video games compared to less 

than 5,000 hours reading in their lifetime. Thus, he called for a fundamental change in how 

education is delivered to accommodate students’ skills and interests. Prensky stated that “Our 

students have changed radically. Today’s students are no longer the people our educational 

system was designed to teach” (Prensky, 2001, p.1). 

Having established that history taking is one of the cornerstones of reaching the correct 

diagnosis (Nardone, 1987), medical educationalists have proposed proposed that the SGs, if 

successfully used, could be an influential technology in medical education (Mohan et al., 

2016). This is essential as the issue of improving the diagnostic process was highlighted in the 

2015 “Improving Diagnosis in Health Care” report, which highlighted the improvement of 

diagnosis as a priority on moral, professional and public health grounds (National Academies 

of Sciences, 2015). Serious games offer a safe environment where students can learn the 

outcomes of their clinical decisions while safeguarding patients from potential diagnostic and 

management errors (Elie A. Akl et al., 2010; Chon et al., 2019). This, coupled with rising 

medical student numbers internationally (Rigby & Gururaja, 2017), limited clinical teaching  

time (Arabshahi et al., 2015), inadequate training programmes (Frenk et al., 2010) and 

declining lecture attendance (Cardall et al., 2008; Franklin et al., 2011), invites a closer look at 

the potential of SGs to augment traditional teaching efforts.  

4.3 What are Serious Games (SGs)? 

Although SGs are thought to be a recent development, they are five thousand years old 

(Wolfe & Crookall, 1998). For example, the Chinese board game Wei-Hai and the Hindu 

Chaturanga are ancient war serious games played by prominent leaders (Wolfe & Crookall, 

1998). The use of SGs continued to be used in the military since the advent of computer SGs 

with the first serious game, The Bradley Trainer, developed by the American military in 1981 

(Laamarti et al., 2014). Chess is another example of an ancient serious game which is played 

for entertainment purposes but with an underlying SGs strategic thinking process (Susi et al., 

2007a).    
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A serious game in the context of this thesis is defined as “interactive computer 

application, with or without a significant hardware component, that has a challenging goal, is 

engaging and fun to play, incorporates some scoring mechanism, and supplies the user with 

skills, knowledge or attitudes useful in reality” (Bergeron, 2006, p. xvii). They differ from 

entertainment games in that they are developed primarily for teaching (Graafland et al., 2012). 

Loh et al. (2015)  provided an easy schematic to highlight this difference (see Figure 4.1). SGs 

could be delivered using computers, smartphones or video game consoles with the aim of 

engaging the learner in a challenging experience that promotes learning (Laamarti et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 4.1 Difference between entertainment and SGs (Loh et al., 2015). 

4.4 Serious Games Literature Review  

A number of systematic reviews have looked into the use of SGs in health professionals 

education (Abdulmajed et al., 2015; Elie A. Akl et al., 2010; Gentry et al., 2019; Gorbanev et 

al., 2018; Graafland et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016).  

Akl et al. (2010) conducted a systematic review looking at the impact of educational 

games on medical students’ learning outcomes, which included non-computer-based games, 

hence included non-SGs. Out of 1019 citations, 26 articles were reviewed with five articles 

included for full text review. All of these were RCTs of low-to-moderate quality. Three of 

these studies did not prove or disprove the effectiveness of educational games.  
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This was the main finding of this systematic review, inviting better-designed studies to be 

conducted to assess efficacy. Another systematic review conducted by Abdulmajed et al. 

(2015) reviewed five games published between 2002 and 2010 and did not come to a definite 

conclusion about game effectiveness (Abdulmajed et al., 2015).  

In 2012, Graafland et al. (2012) reviewed 25 papers out of 1018 citations targeting the 

use of SGs in health care professionals’ training between 1995 and 2012. They assessed 30 

SGs: 13 off-the-shelf commercially available games and 17 custom-made educational SGs. 

The majority of the studies investigated the impact of SGs on health professionals rather than 

medical students, with a small number of studies including medical students as part of their 

participants. They found that none of these games were fully validated, with only eight studies 

reporting some validity steps. Graafland et al. (2012) suggested validating games before 

incorporating them into teaching and that such validation needs to include content, face, 

concurrent and predictive validity. As more SGs were being developed, Wang et al. (2016) 

published another systematic review in 2016 investigating the effectiveness of SGs in training 

health professionals. They identified 42 SGs in their 19 included studies, with the majority of 

these (n=17) being associated with significant educational benefits. Out of the 19 studies, only 

four were relevant to a medical student population and assessed the use of SGs on medical 

students’ knowledge and skill acquisition (Aagaard et al., 2004; Boeker et al., 2013; Duque et 

al., 2008; Sward et al., 2008). Only one of these studies found a significant improvement in 

knowledge, but this was for immediate recall only because long-term retention was not 

assessed (Boeker et al., 2013).  

In 2018, a further systematic review conducted by Gorbanev et al. (2018) included 21 

articles out of 494 between 2011 and 2015 that looked at SGs’ impact on training health 

professionals including medical students. Of these 21 articles, 14 targeted medical students as 

their participants (Boeder, 2013; Boeker et al., 2013; Cendan & Johnson, 2011; Creutzfeldt et 

al., 2010; Gasco et al., 2014; Kanthan & Senger, 2011; Kreiter et al., 2011; Lameris et al., 

2015; Longmuir, 2014, 2014; Moreno-Ger et al., 2010; Sánchez-Rola & Zapirain, 2014; 

Schmeling et al., 2011; Stirling & Birt, 2014; Yu et al., 2015). Around two thirds of the 21 

papers assessed knowledge and skills, while the rest tested other outcome measures such as 

satisfaction, attitudes and perceptions.  
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Although the included papers’ findings showed a positive effect of SGs, the systematic review 

authors viewed this positive effect to be only of moderate impact in light of their quality 

assessment. The authors found that cognitive and behavioural theories were the predominant 

educational strategies used by game designers.  

The most recent systematic review was published in 2019 by Gentry et al. ( 2019). Out 

of 50 studies, 48 investigated SGs’ effectiveness compared to traditional teaching in training 

health professionals, which shows how SGs research is expanding steadily. Eleven of the total 

number of studies targeted medical students. Overall results showed a positive impact in terms 

of knowledge acquisition, skills and satisfaction. with SGs being at least as beneficial as 

traditional teaching. However, there was a limited impact on changing attitudes. 

4.5 How They Are Designed 

Despite the current prevalence of SGs, many of these have not been researched 

adequately (Sylvester, 2012). A number of barriers have been identified, such as inadequate 

resources, knowledge deficiency and conflict of interest (Sylvester, 2012). SGs design is 

considered a relatively new field that combines learning design with game mechanics (de 

Freitas & Oliver, 2006). SGs design is a process where learning tasks are designed and 

delivered through game elements, such as feedback, ranks and currencies, with the goal of 

augmenting the learner’s experience (Lameras et al., 2017). However, there is scarce evidence 

of a robust methodology for their design (Lameras et al., 2017).   

Dempsey’s definition of SGs as games that integrate essential game elements, such as 

competition, rules, challenges, choices and fantasy, incorporates some of the game elements 

needed for good design (Dempsey, 1996). Bloom’s taxonomy of learning outcomes, which 

includes cognitive, affective and psychomotor domains, are commonly referred to in SGs 

design (Lameras et al., 2017). As metaphor is considered a cognitive process, the focus of our 

game design, as discussed in detail in chapter Five, targets this cognitive aspect of learning 

outcomes.   
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To provide educational value, Lameras et al. (2017) argued that SGs need to have a 

pedagogical focus This is reflected in their use of Zyda’s (2005) original conceptualisation of 

SGs (2005) (see Figure 4.2). This conceptualisation highlights educational pedagogy as a 

central part of how SGs are designed by educationalists as well as graphic designers and 

programmers.  

 

 

Figure 4.2 Lamera et al (2017) adaptation of Zyda’s original conceptualisation of SGs showing 
educational pedagogy at the centre of SGs design.  
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4.6 Elements of Game Design 

Elements specific to the game design used in this study will be briefly touched on below 

and elaborated upon in Chapter Five.  

According to Lameras et al. (2017), game elements can be grouped under a number of 

domains.   

4.6.1 Rules 

SGs are designed with specific rules which the player needs to follow in order to progress 

through the game and master knowledge about a specific task. Juul et al. (2011) described two 

types of rule structure - emergence and progression. Emergence rules involve a limited number 

of rules that incorporate a large number of game variations that are commonly used in strategy 

and board games (Juul, 2011). Progression rules involve provision of a step-by-step guide on 

what to perform, as in adventure games. However, the author suggested that game rules could 

be either structure type or a combination of the two (Juul, 2011). The rules could be integrated 

into the game through using explicit instructions, scores, game progression bars and timers 

(Lameras et al., 2017).  

4.6.2 Goals. 

Given that SGs should be based on educational theory to enhance a specific number of 

learning outcomes, SGs generally have specific goals. The player is made aware of these goals 

based on how they are displayed through game elements such as scores or puzzle solving 

(Lameras et al., 2017). According to Juul (2011), having a specific goal enables the player to 

concentrate their efforts on reaching that goal.  
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4.6.3 Challenges 

One of the main reasons for playing a given game is the challenge it offers (Lucas & 

Sherry, 2004). Game task or challenge completion have been shown to improve learning ( 

Gunter et al., 2006). In addition, merely having a challenge in the game positively affects 

learning and engagement both directly and indirectly (Hamari et al., 2016). However, a 

challenge design needs to strike the right balance between the difficulty and the ability of the 

player in order to avoid too difficult or too easy scenarios, which can affect pursuing such a 

challenge (Gunter et al., 2006). Tasks and challenges are designed through incorporating 

puzzles, multiple choice questions, tasks descriptions and points earned per correct answer 

(Lameras et al., 2017).   

4.6.4 Feedback 

SGs effective design should include providing timely feedback to learners (Begg et al., 

2005). Feedback remains an essential clinical teaching skill (Branch & Paranjape, 2002). 

Timely formative feedback is an essential part of SGs design (Al-Smadi et al., 2012). It can be 

provided in audio-visual formats including text, currency or opening further stages of the game 

(Charsky, 2010).  

4.6.5 Assessment 

SGs design needs to consider how the learner could be assessed in the game. This could 

take the form of multiple choice questions for the student to choose from in order to enhance 

learning (Lameras et al., 2017).  

4.7 Summary 

SGs seem to be a suitable delivery method for the intended visual metaphors as this 

application has a number of functionalities that could enhance the use of CLT design principles. 

The game design elements will help in fine tuning the visual metaphors design process. The 

following chapter will describe how visual metaphors were designed according to CLT design 

principles and how the SG was developed taking into account the educational theory of choice.  
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Chapters one to four highlighted the effectiveness of technology-enhanced blended 

teaching methods, which need to be designed based on a sound educational theory such as 

CLT. They also highlighted the role of visual metaphors in transferring knowledge and the 

potential for using SGs in delivering such visual metaphors.  

In this chapter, visual metaphor design for HTC will be discussed, followed by how these 

visual metaphors were gamified using game design principles according to CLT design 

principles and the testing process.  

5.1 Introduction 
 

History-taking content is a broad topic with numerous clinical scenarios. Designing 

visual metaphors for history-taking content needs a specific clinical focus in order to facilitate 

the design process. Therefore, choosing a specific and common presenting complaint was a 

key to carrying out the work of this thesis. Given that the target population were junior medical 

students, chest pain was chosen as it is considered one of the most common presenting 

complaints to multiple medical disciplines such as emergency, primary care and cardiology. In 

the USA, chest pain accounts for around 10 million emergency department visits annually 

(Owens et al., 2010). In New Zealand emergency departments, it accounts for 50,000 visits 

annually (Munro et al., 2015).   

5.2 Visual Metaphor Design for the History-Taking Structure 
 

Using the analogy of bones forming skeletons which are then covered by flesh, I started 

looking at each history-taking heading as a separate “bone”, which would need to have features 

that can be assembled as part of an overall cohesive and meaningful history-taking skeleton. 

As bones have specifically shaped anatomical structures, I closely examined what differentiates 

each heading from another, distilling the main teaching points.  

 

 

 

CHAPTER FIVE: VISUAL METAPHOR AND SERIOUS GAME DESIGN 
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The overall history-taking headings were developed based on the medical school 

“Clinical Methods Module” booklet as well as major history-taking textbooks (Talley & 

O’Connor, 2013), a practice which is in line with the international medical consensus about 

history taking.  

5.3 An Educational Theory-Informed Visual Metaphor Design  
 

Visual metaphor design should take into account the delivery method to the target 

audience because the latter influences how the design process should proceed in light of the 

CLT. To capitalise on human cognitive architecture in terms of limited WM capacity, 

educational theory-informed instructional design principles were utilised which would fit the 

delivery method in the form of a serious game.  

5.4 The Bones 
 

The main headings in history taking (the bones) were: 

- Introduction and consent  

- Demographics 

- Presenting complaint 

- History of presenting complaint 

- Medical history 

- Medications history 

- Family history 

- Social history 

- Review of systems 
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5.5 Zooming in on Each Heading (Bone) for Details 
 

For each of the main history-taking headings, main teaching points were identified in 

order to make them prominent in the visual metaphor design process as well as to incorporate 

them into the history-taking model (skeleton).  

5.6 The Bones’ Anatomical Features 
 

5.6.1 History-taking introduction heading 
 

Given the growing awareness of how some students and doctors are still not introducing 

themselves to patients, introducing the doctor by name and role was incorporated into the 

history-taking main heading. Up to 11% of doctors do not introduce themselves to patients 

(Gillen et al., 2018). Interestingly, Gillen et al. (2018) conducted their study after a cancer 

patient who worked as a doctor (Dr Kate Granger who died in 2016) noticed how many doctors 

did not introduce themselves to her. This stimulated her to launch what became a very popular 

Twitter hashtag (#hellomynameis) which had over 2 billion hits.  

The main teaching points here were to introduce oneself by name and role, which is 

consistent with patient-centred history taking (Mazumder, 2016; R. C. Smith, 2002).  

5.6.2 The “what” 
 

The visual metaphor that would encompass these two points was of an identification card 

where there is space for the role and the name (see Figure 5.1).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.1 Identification card including the name and the role of the student to 
convey teaching points around self-introduction to the patient. 
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5.6.3 Demographics 
 
Patient demographic data such as age, gender, ethnicity and occupation were included as 

the second heading of history taking as they provide a logical flow of data gathering after the 

introductions. Also, such data enables the clinicians to familiarise themselves with the patient 

(Mazumder, 2016) through which further sensitive history taking can be obtained.  This data 

was important in order to tailor the history-taking process as well as clinical reasoning for the 

developmental (age), occupational (background) and cultural (ethnicity) status of the patient. 

For example, knowing that a person speaks limited English would facilitate using interpreting 

services, while knowledge of certain cultural norms might influence how clinicians behave 

during the interview. In addition, knowledge of the patient’s culture influences the 

interpretation of symptoms. For example, somatic presentations could be culturally influenced 

or seen as a culturally sensitive way of expressing psychological distress in some cultures 

(Kirmayer et al., 2004; Raguram et al., 2001).  

The visual metaphor chosen for age and gender was the gender sign with a number within 

it representing age. The ethnicity visual metaphor was a flag, and occupation was represented 

by a hard engineer’s hat (see Figure 5.2).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.2 Demographics flag: age was a number placed within the gender sign 
(representing gender). The engineer’s hat represented occupation and the flag 

represented ethnicity. 
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5.6.4 Presenting complaint 

 
As the presenting complaint is usually what is only known to the patient, this was 

represented visually by the tip of an iceberg in order to highlight how small the explicit 

symptoms are in relation to the underlying cause. The tip of the iceberg metaphor invites the 

student to see the presenting complaint as a small piece of the diagnostic puzzle. As chest pain 

could be caused by many systems (including cardiovascular, pulmonary, gastrointestinal, 

musculoskeletal or psychiatric), the iceberg metaphor was limited in conveying this teaching 

point; hence, a pyramid was chosen to highlight the multi-sidedness of the pyramid tip. The tip 

of the iceberg and the pyramid were combined to create a fusion metaphor of an iceberg 

overlaying a pyramid. Another reason for using the pyramid is that Egyptian metaphors are 

considered spatial visual metaphors (Clair & Jia, 2006). In addition, pyramids and tombs 

commonly have visual metaphors, such as human heads and animal bodies, which will help 

situate some of the incongruent visual metaphors in this thesis.  

The presenting complaint teaching points included:  

- The need to explore the different facets of the complaint - represented by the multiple 

sides of the pyramid. 

- The odd mixture of ice overlaying a pyramid which usually exists in hot climates - 

represented the possibility of atypical chest pains. 

As chest pain is commonly documented in its abbreviated form (CP), this was used to 

highlight the presenting complaint on a calendar which represented the time duration and 2/24 

representing that it had been there for two hours (see Figure 5.3).  

 
 

Figure 5.3 Presenting complaint: the tip of a pyramid overlaid by ice and on top of 
that was a calendar and chest pain abbreviation. 
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5.6.5 History of presenting complaint 

 
The body of the pyramid represented this heading. Given that the pyramid is covered in 

ice, this invites the student to break off the ice in order to investigate the underlying system 

contributing to the presenting complaint. It also emphasises that further questioning is needed 

in order to prioritise the causative side of the pyramid. Finally, the ice pyramid has multiple 

sides, representing multiple likely causes for the same presenting complaint.  

In viewing the iced pyramid, it is apparent that the student would need a tool to break off 

the ice. This knife tool or “ice pick” is made from different objects to help the student learn the 

pain assessment questions needed to break off the ice.  

It is similar to the mnemonic SOCRATES which stands for: site, onset, character, 

radiation, associated symptoms, timing, exacerbating and relieving factors and severity 

(Figures 5.4-5.10).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.4 Site is represented by a compass 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.5 Onset is represented by a clock face.  
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Figure 5.6 Character is represented by a blade with its sharp and dull edges, 
engraved heart represents throbbing pain and tip of the blade represents 

stabbing pain. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.7 Radiation is represented by a radiation sign. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5.8 Associated symptoms is represented by a nauseous green face with sweat 
drops on forehead representing fever and nausea. 
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Figure 5.9 Exacerbating and relieving factors: battery with + sign for relieving and 
– sign for exacerbating factors. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.10 Severity: 10-centimetre ruler representing the severity scale out of 
10. 
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These elements were combined into the knife tool (see Figure 5.11), which is then used 

to break off the pyramid ice in order to find the most likely cause, based on the answers 

provided.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.11 The knife tool incorporating pain-specific questions above. 
 

 
As the knife tool uncovers the most likely causative system of chest pain, which is the 

cardiovascular system in this case (represented by a heart), a picture of an Egyptian lady on the 

cardiovascular side of the pyramid appears, followed by the padlock, which represents 

cardiovascular risk factors (see Figure 5.12).  
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Figure 5.12 The history of presenting complaint side of the pyramid showing the 
cardiovascular system represented by a heart followed by the picture of 

an Egyptian lady which represents cardiovascular symptoms/signs in 
addition to the cardiovascular risk factors on the padlock. 

 
 

The cardiovascular symptoms/signs depicted on and around the Egyptian lady (see 

Figure 5.13) were: 

- Air droplets: cough 

- Sputum container: pink frothy sputum  

- Twisted lungs: dyspnoea 

- Fluid in the abdomen: ascites/ central oedema 

- Fluid in the shin: peripheral oedema 

- Blocked artery in the thigh region: intermittent claudication 

- Blocked calf vein representing calf pain as part of Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) 

- Exercise shoes: exercise tolerance 
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Figure 5.13 The cardiovascular symptoms/signs visual metaphors. 
 
 

The cardiovascular risk factors were visually depicted by a lock on the dungeon door 

below the Egyptian lady’s image (see Figure 5.12). The lock has six buttons/symbols that 

represent the cardiovascular risk factors (see Figure 5.14): 

- Smoking was depicted by a cigarette 

- Hypertension was depicted by a Sphygmomanometer cuff 

- Hyperlipidaemia was depicted by a butter cube and knife 

- Alcohol use was depicted by a wine glass 

- Family history of heart disease was depicted by a genogram 

- Diabetes was depicted by a lollipop 
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Figure 5.14 The cardiovascular risk factors visual metaphors. 
 
5.6.6 Medical history 

 
The historical nature of past medical history was depicted by a scroll which has the 

medical, surgical and psychiatric histories (see Figure 5.15). This scroll was inside the dungeon 

after the cardiac risk factors visual metaphors were deciphered, thus opening the padlock.  

- The medical history was depicted by a cross 

- The surgical history was depicted by a scalpel 

- The psychiatric history was depicted by the Greek psi letter: Ψ 
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Figure 5.15 Past medical history represented by a scroll with medical, psychiatric and 
surgical histories engraved on it. 

 
 

5.6.7 Medication history and allergies 
 

Medication history was visually depicted by a caduceus (see Figure 5.16) due to its 

common use in pharmacies and hospitals. The intertwining snakes represented prescription and 

non-prescription medications, using colour coding for controlled (red) and non-controlled 

medications (green), the heads were over a cup where venom was dripping and causing a 

bubbling effect, representing an allergic reaction. The intertwining bodies of the snakes 

represented medication interactions. On top, the leaf represented herbal medications. The 

caduceus was placed behind the medical history scroll.  
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Figure 5.16 Medication history and allergies depicted using a caduceus and a 
leaf. 

  
 

5.6.8 Family history. 
 

Although this has already been depicted by a genogram (see Figure 5.14) as part of 

cardiovascular risk factors, it is a separate heading in the history-taking structure; hence, it was 

included in the overall history-taking visual model. This was encircled as being part of a ball 

and chain structure that is attached to the bottom left side of the pyramid in the overall history-

taking model (see Figure 5.17).  
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Figure 5.17 Family history depicted as a genogram. 
 

Both chain and ball structures incorporate family and social histories (see Figure 5.18). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.18 Overall depiction of history of presenting complaint. 
 
 

5.6.9 Social history. 
 

As a lot of social history content is the patient’s own environment, it was visually 

depicted by a house icon (see Figure 5.19) and, similar to the family history, it was encircled 

as part of a ball and chain structure attached to the right side of the base of the pyramid (see 

Figure 5.18).  
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Figure 5.19 Social history depicted as a house icon. 

 
 

As there were a number of elements covered under social history, the house icon included 

visual metaphors of significant parts of social history (see Figure 5.20). These parts included: 

 

- The patient’s living situation in terms of owned versus rented property was depicted by 

a house symbol (see Figure 5.20) including a selection of the symbolized items shown 

in Figures 5.21-5.30.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.20 The overall elements of social history. 
 
- The social situation which the patient lives within, such as family members and social 

supports, was depicted by a tree with branches showing a family tree (see Figure 5.21).  
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Figure 5.21 Family tree and social supports. 
 
- Patient’s activities and hobbies were depicted using a soccer ball (see Figure 5.22).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.22 Soccer ball representing hobbies and activities. 
 

 
- The patient’s ability to shower independently was represented by a shower head (see 

Figure 5.23). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.23 A showerhead representing independence with 
self-care such as showering. 
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- Patient’s independence with cooking was represented by a frying pan (see Figure 5.24). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.24 Frying pan representing independence with cooking. 
 
- The patient’s ability to shop and manage finances independently was depicted by a 

dollar note in the frying pan (see Figure 5.25).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.25 Dollar note representing managing finances and shopping. 
 
 
- The patient’s exercise tolerance was represented by a flight of stairs (see Figure 5.26).  

 

 
 

Figure 5.26 A staircase representing exercise tolerance. 
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Due to the sensitive nature of disclosures about smoking, alcohol and drug history, I 

included these items into a suitcase to remind the students of how confidential these topics are. 

The suitcase’s interior had a map to represent travel history and also included occupational 

history (see Figure 5.27).  

  

 

 
 
Figure 5.27 A suitcase representing travel, occupational, drug, alcohol 

and smoking histories. 
 
 
- The patient’s occupation was represented by an engineer’s hard hat (see Figure 5.28). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.28 A hard hat representing occupational history. 
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- Smoking, drug and alcohol use histories were represented by a cigarette and syringe 

intersecting in front of a wine glass (see Figure 5.29) in a similar style to skull and 

bones to highlight the harm associated with these. 

 

 
 
Figure 5.29 Drug, smoking and alcohol histories represented by a 

syringe, cigarette and wine glass respectively. 
 
 
- Finally, the suitcase inner lining included a map of the world with a travelling plane to 

represent travel history (see Figure 5.30).  
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Figure 5.30 Travel history represented by a world map in the 
interior top side of the suitcase. 

 
5.6.10 Review of systems 

 
As the cardiovascular system was the most likely cause, hence it being part of the history 

of presenting complaint, the review of systems which includes pulmonary, musculoskeletal, 

gastrointestinal systems were represented on the three remaining sides of the pyramid.  These 

remaining systems were represented by lungs (see Figure 5.31), a rib cage and a stomach.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.31 The pulmonary system as part of the review of systems represented by two lungs. 
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5.7 Visual Metaphor Design Process 
 

In this section, I will describe how the overall design process took place. The key word 

here was “iterative” as back and forth discussions with graphic designers, medical experts and 

medical students took place throughout the design process from concept ideas to rough 

drawings to professionally designed visual metaphors (see Figure 5.32).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.32 The iterative visual metaphor design process represented by a production line. Idea 

brainstorming: cognitiveà whiteboard, pen and paperà iterative discussion with medical experts and 
graphic designers as well as medical students à redesign. The same process is repeated few times until 

consensus is reached where the designers could produce the final visual metaphor graphics. 
 
 

Although each visual metaphor element was thought of separately, they all were intended 

to fit into the bigger history-taking model that would be delivered in a serious game. Therefore, 

a great deal of time and effort went into this in order to ensure the context would be meaningful 

to students.  

The user interface design literature provided some guidelines for visual metaphor design 

(Hiniker et al., 2017). However, these guidelines are very generic and are not educational 

theory informed. Below we provide CLT-informed visual metaphor design guidelines relevant 

to medical education:  
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1. Specify your target audience and decide on the delivery method for the visual 

metaphors. For example, designing visual metaphors as static pictures is different from 

animated or game delivered content. Also, decide if 2D or 3D graphics are needed (this 

is discussed separately in section 5.14.2 

 

2. Write the game script/narrative. Writing a meaningful narrative with a challenge, 

journey and resolution early on helps to conceptualise the overall journey and assists in 

visual metaphor design. For example, we chose the narrative virtual world to be in 

Egypt to situate the pyramid concept and visuals in a symbol-rich environment. Also, 

the patient’s job as an archaeologist increases the value in interpreting visual 

metaphors. 

 
3. Choose a worked example of your teaching points. As described below, choosing 

worked examples enhances learning outcomes. In our case, we chose chest pain as a 

presenting complaint and focused on the cardiovascular system. 

 

4.  Distil the main teaching points. For example, presenting complaint teaching points 

included:  

- Expect atypical presenting complaints: this is represented by the rare occurrence of 

icebergs in Egypt. 

- The need to explore the different causative systems for a particular complaint: 

represented by multiple sides of the pyramid. The 3D nature of a pyramid highlights 

the need for excluding other causative systems and avoiding tunnel vision in history 

taking.  

 

5. Concept idea generation of visual metaphors (brainstorming using a pen and paper). 

Here the separate teaching points need to be enveloped into one visual metaphor. One 

of the concept ideas generated was using the tip of the iceberg to highlight the 

presenting complaint (see Figure 5.3). However, the body of an iceberg does not convey 

the multifaceted nature of the potential causative systems clearly as it only highlights 

the proportional size of what is beneath the water (history of presenting complaint) to 

what is above (presenting complaint). 
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Therefore, a pyramid was chosen as it has a tip, displays the proportional size and has 

multiple sides representing multiple possible causative systems. The pyramid visual 

metaphor was augmented by adding an iceberg over the top to further convey the other 

teaching points. An iceberg in Egypt reminds the student of atypical or rare 

presentations. Ideas could be generated from familiar concepts or ideas, or through 

commonly used metaphors in daily life. At this stage, only a pen and paper are needed 

for concept ideas.  

 

6. Content and construct validity. The concept idea needs to be validated by different 

clinicians and educationalists to ensure it fits with the purpose for which it was created. 

Therefore, idea generation is an iterative process where ideas are refined and modified 

accordingly. Construct validity throughout the design was done by ensuring each visual 

metaphor element corresponded with the intended teaching point. For example, the Ice 

Pick visual metaphor elements for pain assessment were specifically assessed in how 

they correspond to intended teaching points in the SOCRATES mnemonic.  Construct 

validity was conducted by a team of clinicians including two cardiologists, two 

surgeons, two psychiatrists and a medical educationalist. Any deficiencies in the 

SOCRATES tool were addressed. For example, the “E” letter which represents 

exacerbating and relieving factors. While the E letter is explicitly part of the 

SOCRATES tool does not have the letter R for relieving factors. As part of construct 

validity, we chose to explicitly highlight both relieving and exacerbating factors, thus, 

a battery visual metaphor was chosen to cater for both exacerbating (-) and relieving 

(+) factors. Another example of the SOCRATES tool deficiency was the pain character 

as it was a generic description of pain despite the subtypes of pain available such as 

stabbing, throbbing, dull and sharp pain. The surgical blade visual metaphor was chosen 

as it transfers these pain subtypes. For example, the blade has a sharp and dull sides as 

well as a pointy edge representing stabbing pain. This metaphor was further extended 

by engraving the shape of a heart on the blade to represent throbbing pain. The game 

construct validity design ensured each element of history taking corresponded the 

formal history taking structure and content.  
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7. Face validity. Once content validity work is completed, medical students are 

approached for face validity. The medical students provide an insight appropriate to 

their level of knowledge, enabling the visual metaphors to be consistent with their 

worldview. 

  

8. The application of CLT-informed design principles to the generated visual 

metaphors with the aim of improving learning through reducing the extraneous 

load and optimising the germane load (discussed in detail in chapter Three section 

3.5). For example, the caduceus visual metaphor, as will be described in detail in 

chapter Five section 5.11, included snakes representing medication history. Such 

snakes would normally be drawn with scales, but including scales adds nothing to the 

learner as they already know it is a snake and are considered redundant. This stage can 

be one of the most challenging stages due to different approaches and priorities of the 

educational versus the artistic designers. Therefore, multiple discussions should be held 

with the graphic designers in order to achieve consensus on the educational theory of 

choice and to ensure the graphic designer is aware of the educational, rather than the 

artistic, purpose of such visual metaphors.  

  

9. Professionally designed visual metaphors need to undergo further content and 

face validity assessment where further graphic treatment might be needed in light 

of the CLT design principles. 

 

10. Finalised 2D or 3D visual metaphors must undergo final content and face validity 

assessment before game design and development is started.  
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Table 5.1 highlights the visual metaphors designed and their descriptions along with 

teaching points.  

 
Table 5.1 Snapshots from the in-game visual metaphors with their history-taking associations. 

 
Teaching 
points 

Metaphorical 
description 

Visual Metaphor 

Introduction 
and consent: 
To introduce 
yourself and 
obtain consent  

Flag on the medical 
student’s submarine 
showing an ID card 
with the name and the 
role. 

 
 

Demographics Flag on top of the 
iceberg representing 
demographic 
information: 

• Number: age 
• Gender sign: 

gender 
• Little flag: 

ethnicity 
• Hard hat: 

occupation 
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Presenting 
complaint 

Represented by a 
calendar page on the 
tip of the iceberg with 
“2/24 CP”: 

• 2/24 (2 hours) 
• CP (chest pain) 

 
 

Ice pyramid  The ice pyramid has 
multiple sides 
representing multiple 
likely causes for the 
same presenting 
complaint. 
 
The ice invites the 
student to break it off 
in order to investigate 
the system causing the 
complaint. 
 
It also emphasises that 
further questioning is 
needed in order to 
prioritise the 
differential diagnosis. 
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The knife tool  The knife tool 
represents questions 
for pain assessment 
which are needed for 
breaking off the ice to 
see the likely causative 
system of the 
presenting complaint. 
It is similar to the 
mnemonic 
SOCRATES which 
stands for: 
- Site: compass 
- Onset: clock face 
- Character: blade 

with its sharp 
and dull edges, 
engraved heart 
represents 
throbbing pain 
and tip of the 
blade 
representing 
stabbing pain.  

- Radiation: 
radiation sign 

- Associated 
symptoms: 
nauseous green 
face with sweat 
drops coming off 
forehead 
representing 
fever and nausea 

- Time duration: 
as part of the 
clock face 
mentioned above 

- Exacerbating 
and relieving 
factors: battery 
with + sign for 
relieving and – 
sign for 
exacerbating 
factors 

- Ruler: severity 
out of 10 
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Heart shape 
represents 
cardiac system 
 
Egyptian lady 
picture on one 
side of 
pyramid 

Represents the most 
likely causative 
system.   
 
Air droplets: cough 
Sputum container: 
pink frothy sputum 
Twisted lung: 
dyspnoea 
Fluid in the abdomen: 
ascites/central oedema 
Fluid in the shin: 
peripheral oedema 
Blocked artery in the 
thigh region: 
intermittent 
claudication 
Blocked calf vein: 
Deep Vein Thrombosis 
Exercise shoes: 
exercise tolerance 
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Risk factors Represented by a lock 
on the dungeon door. 
The lock has 6 
buttons/symbols that 
represent 
cardiovascular risk 
factors: 
Lollipop: diabetes 
Butter knife and cube: 
Hypercholesterolemia 
Sphygmomanometer 
cuff: hypertension 
Genogram: family 
history of heart disease 
Cigarette: smoking 
Glass: alcohol use  

 
  

 
 

 
Medical 
history 

History is represented 
by a scroll with 3 
symbols on it: 
 
 
Psi Greek symbol: 
psychiatric history 
Cross: medial history 
Scalpel: surgical 
history 
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Medication 
history 

Represented by the 
caduceus  
 
Red snake: red from 
dangerous or 
controlled 
medications/ 
Prescription 
medications 
Green snake: over-the-
counter medications or 
non-prescription 
medications 
Bubbling of cup: 
allergies (snake venom 
drops fall into cup and 
make a bubbling 
effect) 
Leaf: herbal 
medications/ 
supplements 
Intertwining of snake 
tails: drug interactions 

 
 
 

 

Family history Genogram symbol on a 
chain and ball. 
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Social history House symbol on chain 

and ball. 
Inside the house 
symbol a number of 
elements are depicted: 
 
House symbol: living 
situation, own house 
versus rental etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tree with branches, on 
each branch a 
stickman: who does the 
patient live with at 
home and support 
level. 
Soccer ball: activities 
and hobbies 
Staircase: exercise 
tolerance 
Showerhead: 
showering ability 
Frying pan: 
independence with 
cooking 
Dollar notes in frying 
pan: financial situation 
Suitcase with the 
following inside: 
Hard hat: occupation 
Glass: alcohol use 
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Syringe: drug use 
Cigarette: smoking 
World map inside the 
suitcase: travel history 
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Review of 
systems 

The other sides of the 
pyramid represent 
other likely causative 
systems for chest pain 
such as 
gastrointestinal, 
pulmonary or 
musculoskeletal  
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5.8 Game Design Process 

Its commonly reported in the SGs literature that the development of games by 

educationalists only is suboptimal due to their poor understanding of game and graphic design 

(Hiniker et al., 2017). The same is true for SGs developed by game designers and developers 

only because there would be poor understanding of educational pedagogies (Marchiori et al., 

2012; Olsen et al., 2011). Therefore, we ensured there were iterative discussions between 

medical educationalists and game designers and developers in order to address this known 

issue. Olsen et al. (2011) used the analogy of throwing one stone by two people which leads to 

two different directions.  

1. Specify your target audience and the game engine to be used. In our case, we used 

Unity® as it is one of the most popular gaming engines amongst programmers.  

2. Decide whether you want 3D or 2D graphics as this plays a major role in the design 

and development time and cost, choosing the graphic designer and whether the game 

engines functions effectively with one another. We chose 3D graphics to highlight the 

3-dimensional aspect of the pyramid. 

3. Gamification process: The visual metaphors were incorporated into an educational 

game using the “I’s” framework for educational game design developed by Annetta 

(2010). The “I’s” framework elements include Identity, Immersion, Interactivity, 

Increasing complexity, Informed Teaching and Instructional as per Annetta (2010) (see 

Figure 5.33).  
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Figure 5.33 The “I’s” framework for educational game design (adapted from Annetta et al. 2010). 

 

5.9  The “I’s” Framework 

5.9.1 Identity 

Player identity is the most essential element of game design on which further layers of 

game design can be built. This stage enables the player to assume a unique character or avatar 

within the game to enhance the sense of belonging, purpose and engagement. The uniqueness 

of this identity has been shown to be associated with improved course satisfaction, engagement 

and immersion (Annetta, 2010). The millennial players desire to have a sense of agency while 

playing games in order to have a purpose and goal accomplishment (Andrade, 2013). The 

assumption of the player of a specific identity or Avatar enables them to experience a sense of 

meaning and responsibility to achieve the overall game goals, which in our game was to unlock 

the pyramid to release John from captivity through interpreting visual metaphors correctly. To 

address this in our game design, the player is able to enter their first or full name and their 

preferred medical role, which could be a medical student, intern, resident or consultant. These 

are automatically displayed on the flag on top of the player’s submarine.  

Instructional

Informed Teaching

Increasing complexity

Interactivity

Immersion

Identity
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This identity formation was to enable the player to connect to the overall game purpose, that 

of being a health professional who has the responsibility of introducing themselves, obtaining 

consent and taking a history from a patient. This identity assumes the role of the clinician 

whose engagement in history taking will release the patient from captivity.  

5.9.1.1 Game narrative 

John is a 45-year-old archaeologist who was deciphering Egyptian symbols in a pyramid. 

He wrongly deciphered some symbols and the pyramid spirits cursed him by locking him in 

the pyramid, freezing the pyramid and then throwing it into the Nile River.  

Challenge: You are a medical student cruising the Nile River in your submarine during 

your elective rotation. John needs your help to decipher the symbols correctly in order to 

release him from captivity.  

Narratives are an essential component of SGs, and they serve as a way of engaging the 

player in a meaningful learning journey (Lim et al., 2014). They are considered the second 

most important step in game development after coding (Bing, 2013) as they facilitate 

understanding educational instructions to reach educational objectives (Laurillard, 1998). 

Furthermore, lack of integrating the learning topic smoothly into the narrative is considered the 

most important limitation of game design (Gunter et al., 2007) as it hinders gameplay and the 

activating of prior knowledge. The narrative provides an overall picture of the game 

environment and the player’s mission, which stimulates the players to take action (Lim et al., 

2014). A well-crafted narrative should be scripted first (content) in order to facilitate the way 

by which it will be presented (process) (Lim et al., 2014). As with film narrative writing, a 

game narrative needs to be wrapped around a powerful story with special characters (Bing, 

2013). The narrative style chosen in our game was the linear narrative style, which is 

considered the oldest style used in narrative writings (Majewski, 2003). There are three 

essential steps in narrative writing (Majewski, 2003). The first provides an introduction of the 

hero’s role (medical student on an elective placement) within a contextual world (Egypt’s Nile 

River) where issues need to be resolved (the archaeologist is cursed and locked in a pyramid) 

in order to maintain this harmonious world. The second step involves stating the mission for 

the hero whereupon complex tasks are encountered (to decipher visual metaphors correctly in 

order to break John’s curse and release him).  
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The final and third step is the conclusion, which signifies restoring this harmonious world back 

to what it was (releasing John from the pyramid).  

Once this narrative was scripted, a series of iterative discussions took place with our 

research team members to facilitate the flow of the narrative. From a pedagogical perspective, 

this narrative was designed with history-taking content learning outcomes as its main goal. 

Therefore, the narrative sets the scene for an immersive game experience where learning 

history-taking content correctly is meaningful in enabling the rescue of John the archaeologist. 

Further narrative beyond the introductory narrative was embedded in the game, explaining 

some key areas of history taking in order to support the player in reaching the learning goals. 

This is said to help the student learn the information required to reach the learning outcomes 

(Lim et al., 2014). Therefore, strategic placement of narratives was adopted to enhance learning 

and support the student in reflecting on their own performance (Lim et al., 2014). In alignment 

with serious game narrative recommendations (Lim et al., 2014), we provided a graphic 

representation of the game narrative to highlight its flow (see Figure 5.34). This also served 

the purposes of supporting the overall narrative and highlighting the progression in the game. 

Our game design ensured that the narrative mechanics provided feedback to the player to 

enhance reflection. Feedback, therefore, is described separately in section 5.9.5 as part of 

Informed Teaching section.  
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Figure 5.34 Visual narrative highlighting the game overall flow. 

 

5.9.1.2 Narrative in cut scenes 

Media inputs used in SGs to present game content include graphics, sounds and video 

(Tang et al., 2013). Cut scenes are usually brief animations or movies, which usually precede 

or follow important parts of the game with the aims of explaining the game or its rules, 

enhancing motivation and laying out the game narrative (Tang et al., 2013). They are also used 

to signal the achievement of gameplay (Younis & Loh, 2010). In addition, cut scenes are said 

to improve enjoyment and engagement as well as presenting learning goals and maintaining 

students engagement (Tang et al., 2007). Cut scenes could be designed in either 2D or 3D 

graphics (Tang et al., 2007); a combination of the two was used on designing our game.  

In terms of cut scenes, we used a combination of both 2D (initial game narrative) and 3D 

(the rest of the cut scenes) animated cut scenes augmented with textual narrative (see Figures 

5.35-5.40) as well as non-textual visual cinematic cut scenes to present the game narrative (see 

Figure 5.41). The use of both 2D and 3D videos was said to have better efficacy than using one 

graphic modality (Pinson et al., 2013).  
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3D videos were found to be better in showing depth and motion (Pinson et al., 2013); hence, 

they were used for most of the game after the initial 2D game plot was laid out. As our serious 

game was designed with the aim of enhancing memory of history-taking content, I researched 

the literature to see which of the 2D or 3D designs were more suited for our game. I found that 

3D graphics were superior to 2D graphics in improving spatial memory (Tavanti & Lind, 

2001). However, a study published in 2004 questioned this superiority effect (Cockburn, 2004). 

As a crucial part of our visual metaphor in teaching history taking was to see beyond the 2D 

tunnel vision into the third dimension of the history-taking pyramid visual metaphor, 3D 

graphics were chosen for the core parts of history taking while 2D were used for the game 

narrative.  

As 3D scenes have the potential of causing visual fatigue, I followed the literature 

recommendation of slowing down the cut scene sequence (Tory et al., 2006).   

 

 
Figure 5.35 2D animated cut scenes were used to set the game scene, situating the patient John in the 

centre of the game. These cut scenes included both visual and textual information. 
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Figure 5.36 A 2D animated cut scene where the patient, John, wrongly deciphered the visual symbols and 

was locked in a pyramid, setting the narrative to the challenge at hand. 

 

 
Figure 5.37 A 2D graphic shows the role assigned to the medical student. 
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Figure 5.38 A 2D picture shows the consequences of delaying deciphering the visual metaphors as John 

runs the risk of delayed medical care. 

 

  
Figure 5.39 A 2D picture shows a cut scene of the mission assigned to the medical student, which was to 

decipher the visual metaphors correctly in order to break the curse and release John. 
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Figure 5.40 The narrative’s final step, which is the completion of the mission. Here, the pyramid has risen 

to the surface of the Nile River and John is able to be rescued, thus concluding the game 

 

 
Figure 5.41 A 3D non-textual cut scene where the student is using some history-taking visual metaphors 

to break off the ice from the surface of the pyramid to identify which system is the likely 

causative system. 
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5.9.2 Immersion 

This stage involves creating a sense of presence or existence in the game environment 

through the assumption of an identity in the game. As the player assumes the role of the 

clinician in charge of rescuing the patient from captivity, a sense of presence in the environment 

needs to be experienced, which leads to further engagement and motivation to achieve the goals 

of the game. This is commonly referred in the literature as a state of “flow”, which requires the 

player to assume a certain identity, engage with game content and feel intrinsically motivated 

to achieve the goal of the game (Kiili et al., 2012). To achieve this, a number of gaming 

mechanics were used to enhance engagement including establishing a visual and textual 

narrative for the game and explaining the role of the game player. The mission, therefore, is to 

decipher the history-taking visual metaphors correctly through answering multiple-choice 

questions (MCQs).  

Moreover, given that the state of flow is said to be optimal with a gradual increase in 

difficulty as well as timely content and performance feedback provision, the three difficulty 

levels served this purpose along with the below described visual and auditory feedback.  

5.9.3 Interactivity 

This element addresses how game players interact with other players or with the game 

and its characters. The interactivity between the player and the game is through visual, auditory 

and textual channels. As the focus for this game was teaching history-taking content rather than 

communication skills, the interaction is mainly between the player and the visual metaphors 

with no patient responses. The goal is to interact with the game through correctly deciphering 

visual metaphors by choosing from multiple choices. We chose a combination of four answer 

options for most of the questions; however, for some questions it was very hard to come up 

with distractors as they would be eliminated immediately for implausibility. Therefore, the 

literature was reviewed and I found out that three-option MCQs were not significantly different 

to four or five MCQ options psychometrically (Vyas & Supe, 2008) and easier to make. 

Therefore, for those questions where three distractors were difficult to create, two distractors 

were added making a total of three options (see Figure 5.42). 
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Figure 5.42 With some parts of history taking, it was difficult to come up with more distractor options 

than in this snapshot. As part of the past medical history, there are only three types of history 

components: psychiatric, medical and surgical. 

5.9.4 Increased complexity 

To enhance engagement, appropriately designed games have multiple levels of difficulty. 

We achieved this by developing three difficulty levels (beginner, intermediate and advanced) 

(see Figure5.43). Their complexities were as follows: 

Beginner:  30 seconds per visual metaphor with full question 

Intermediate:  20 seconds per visual metaphor with partial question  

Advanced: 10 seconds per visual metaphor with no question  

 

 
Figure 5.43 The difficulty levels available where beginner has 30 seconds allocated answering time along 

with full text question. Intermediate level allocates 20 seconds with partial textual prompt and 

the advanced level allocates 10 seconds time with no textual prompt. 
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The goal was to allow players to gradually learn the visual metaphors and their 

associations with the textual explanation and, eventually, recognise them without any prompts. 

This is consistent with the CLT design principle which suggests starting from simple tasks and 

building to complex tasks (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010). This was done by devising three 

difficulty levels, whereby the first level provided a full textual prompt to aid in deciphering the 

visual metaphor then partial text followed by the advanced level where the visual metaphor 

was presented on its own. Using this strategy, another design principle was used which is 

completion strategy (van Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010) as students only progressed to the next 

part of history taking once they finished the previous section successfully. In addition, it is 

consistent with the CLT design principle named expertise reversal effect. It suggests that once 

a teaching method helps students learn something, this improvement is likely to be reversed 

once the student has more familiarity with the topic due to improved prior knowledge 

(Lawrence, 2006). Therefore, one solution for this was to eliminate redundant information once 

prior knowledge is deemed to be better. Based on this design principle, we devised three 

difficulty levels where the beginner level had a full text question for each visual metaphor (see 

Figures 5.44-5.46).  

  

 
Figure 5.44 Shows how the simple to complex design and expertise reversal principles were used. Here 

the beginner level shows full textual question.  
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The second difficulty level, named intermediate level, had only a partial textual prompt 

for each visual metaphor (see Figure 5.45). 

 
Figure 5.45 Shows how the simple to complex design and expertise reversal principles were used. Here 

the intermediate level shows partial textual prompt. 

Finally, the advanced level had no textual prompts with only the visual metaphor as there 

was enough prior knowledge about the visual metaphor (see Figure 5.46). 

 
Figure 5.46 Shows how the simple to complex design and expertise reversal principles were used. Here 

the advanced level shows no textual prompt and only the visual metaphor to be deciphered. 
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However, the time needed to answer each question needed to be carefully selected. 

Researching the medical education literature, the range was found to be 75-85 seconds to 

answer one MCQ (Wrigley et al., 2012); authors mentioned how timing is dependent on how 

long the question and answers were. In our game the questions were short answers were 

intuitive; hence, we wanted to see if this time frame was appropriate for our game. I timed 

myself initially while reading both a question and its answers and noticed that I could do it in 

less than five seconds as I was the concept designer. From here, medical students and lay people 

trialled different times ranging from five seconds up to 30 seconds. The consensus was to allow 

30 seconds for the novice learner and reduce that by 10 seconds per difficulty level for the 

subsequent intermediate and advanced levels. The time duration therefore differed, from 30, 

20 and 10 seconds based on the difficulty levels corresponding to beginner, intermediate and 

advanced respectively (see Figure 5.44).  

The timer counts down, for example from 30, which signifies not only time but the rank 

and points scored. For example, if the player answered correctly at 29 seconds, the score is 29 

points and correlates to the rank of a consultant. This was designed as a circular countdown 

timer with three colours (red, yellow and green denoting intern, resident and consultant 

respectively). The countdown timer was also used as a way of inducing a sense of urgency as 

we have a patient who is in need of help and the sooner we answer correctly, the quicker he 

gets help. Countdown timers have been used in other SGs to simulate this sense of urgency 

(Arnab et al., 2013).  

5.9.5 Informed Teaching 

This element refers to “feedback and embedded assessments within the serious 

educational game” (Annetta, 2010, p 109). The game used a multiple-choice question format 

to help decipher the visual metaphors. The answers for the questions were scored on how 

quickly and correctly the question was answered. Total score feedback was given per question, 

per stage and at the end of the game. Other standalone comprehensive assessments of students’ 

knowledge and attitudes were conducted before and after the gameplay. These standalone 

assessments included questionnaires that assessed knowledge, satisfaction as well as gameplay, 

ease of use and acceptability with open-ended feedback about the game.  
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Game embedded feedback is an essential part of SGs as it helps the player to identify areas of 

strength and weakness and further try to optimise learning (Boyer et al., 2015; Lameras et al., 

2017). Its aim is to enhance learning outcomes (Shute, 2008; Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 

2013). Game delivered feedback highlights the extent to which the player interpreted the visual 

metaphor correctly, reaching the right association. It enables the student to assess their progress 

and identify the knowledge needed to be learnt (Johnson et al., 2017). Feedback, according to 

Johnson et al. (2017), includes its type, timing and its delivery method. The game feedback 

included a challenge summary after each visual metaphor is deciphered, therefore providing 

information about the speed in which the visual metaphor was learnt. This was delivered in 

real time after each question was answered as well as after the completion of each chapter. 

According to Gee (2003), having a challenge motivates players to continue playing the game, 

especially if the challenge is not too hard or too easy. This enhances enjoyment as the game 

challenge provides implicit and explicit rewards (Gee, 2003).  

 

In our game, the student experiences implicit feedback about their progress as they can easily 

identify progression from one chapter to the next chapter and from one visual metaphor to the 

next. Explicit feedback was provided through points scored, which reflected the speed at which 

each question was answered. In addition, we provided a text box to explain the overall purpose 

of visual metaphors (see Figure 5.47). Another form of visual feedback which was shown to 

positively influence behaviour was colour coding (Ham & Midden, 2010). In this game, the 

timer had three colour codes (red, yellow and green) (see Figure 5.48). According to Ham and 

Midden (2010)., the use of colour coding leads to better behaviour change compared with 

factual feedback as it uses fewer cognitive resources. 
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Figure 5.47 Textboxes provided feedback about the overall purpose of the visual metaphors in real time. 

 

In the game, we provided the student with different types of feedback including: 

 

- Points scored highlighted their achievement in each question, which was visually 

depicted using the number of points as well as the colour-coded timer (see Figure 5.48).  

- Once the correct answer is chosen, the score is displayed, and the other options 

disappear (see Figure 5.48). 
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Figure 5.48 The correct answer is highlighted below the visual metaphor with the score on top. 

 

 

- Chapter summary showed players the level achieved, the rank and chapter score (see 

Figure 5.49). 
 

 
Figure 5.49 Chapter summary including its name, player’s rank and score. 
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- Corrective feedback was shown if the wrong answer was chosen by a buzzing sound as 

well as a red cross (see Figure 5.50). Also, the player is penalised a third of the 

remaining time in case of a wrong answer.  

 

 
Figure 5.50 Visual red cross feedback to the player the wrong answer chosen as well as a time-reduction 

penalty. This is accompanied by a buzzing sound. 

 

5.9.6 Instructional. 

The last of the “I’s” game design framework was for games to be instructional. For our 

game to be instructional, the previously mentioned elements of the framework needed to be 

followed in addition to grounding the game in solid educational theory concepts. The need for 

robust educational theory-informed game design was emphasised in the literature (Annetta, 

2010; Boyer et al., 2015; Kron et al., 2010; Wideman et al., 2007). Cognitive load theory 

informed our visual metaphor and game design and development. We used a number of CLT-

informed design principles, such as redundancy and split attention, to achieve this goal in order 

to optimise the use of the player’s limited WM. As described in the educational theory review 

chapter, CLT offers useful instructional design principles in order to efficiently use our limited 

cognitive resources.  
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It is centred around the limited nature of WM capacity compared to the unlimited capacity of 

the LTM in terms of number of items it can hold and the duration these items could be held 

(Sweller et al., 1998). If the goal is to reduce working memory cognitive load, instructional 

material can be designed with this in mind. Most of the CLT design principles target extraneous 

cognitive load, which is hypothesised to improve learning (germane load) (Sweller et al., 2019; 

Wong et al., 2011).  These design principles were exploited in our game design process, which 

will be described below: 

5.9.6.1 Segmentation 

Serious games could include static and animated pictures. As multiple animated picture 

frames are presented to the learner transiently, termed information transience, the learner has 

to maintain attention and process information concurrently, leading to high extraneous 

cognitive load, which reduces learning (Spanjers et al., 2011). This is more pronounced for 

novice learners than expert learners. This transience of information can be dealt with by 

pausing between animation sections to enable students to process the new information at their 

own pace (Spanjers et al., 2011). Therefore, in our game design, each question and history-

taking section enabled the student to pause and process the information before moving on to 

the following section. For example, when the visual metaphor of palpitations is presented, the 

student is allowed 30 seconds to decipher it, and, even if the student runs out of time, the visual 

metaphor remains in view until the student chooses an answer (see Figure 5.51). Also, after the 

question is answered, the correct answer is shown along with the question and the visual 

metaphor without the wrong options, enabling the student the chance to process this association 

(see Figure 5.52). When they feel ready, the student can click on the screen to move on to the 

next question.  
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Figure 5.51 Shows the segmentation effect of animated frames where the player is allowed 30 seconds 

to process the information before answering the question. Even if they run out of time, the 

visual metaphor remains within view until the correct answer is clicked. 

 

Figure 5.52 Shows the segmentation effect of animated frames where the correct answer is displayed 

with the visual metaphor. This remains in view until the screen is clicked to move on to the next 

visual metaphor. 
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5.9.6.2 Player-paced/controlled learning. 

The gameplay pace is controlled by the student at each interpretation phase, post-answer 

phase and in between history-taking chapters. In addition, the player has control over the choice 

of game difficulty level (beginner, moderate and advanced levels). An example of player-paced 

learning is designing a CONTINUE button to be clicked on once the player has read the 

explanation embedded between history-taking sections (see Figure 5.53). This element of 

player control was shown to enhance player performance (Hasler et al., 2007).   

 

 
Figure 5.53 In between chapter movement is player controlled as they only proceed once the continue 

button is clicked. 

 

5.9.6.3 Signalling or cueing important points of the visual metaphor 

This design principle is aimed at decreasing the cognitive load associated with the 

player’s search for the intended game point. For example, the scroll shows multiple visual 

metaphors which could cognitively load the player as they search for the intended visual 

metaphor (see Figure 5.54). The educational literature recommends cueing the player to 

important aspects of the instructional material to minimise distraction and enhance attention 

(Wouters et al., 2007).  
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Figure 5.54 Shows multiple visual metaphors which can be cognitively loading as players search 

through them looking for the targeted visual metaphor. 

 

Using the signalling principle, a pulsating circle is placed around the visual metaphor for 

past psychiatric history to reduce the extraneous load caused by searching (see Figure 5.55). 

 

 
Figure 5.55 Shows the signalling principle where the player is assisted with a blue pulsating circle 

focusing their attention on the targeted visual metaphor for psychiatry.  
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5.10 Split-Attention Effect 

The split-attention effect refers to how learning can be improved upon integrating 

information sources in close visuospatial proximity (Cierniak et al., 2009). The minimisation 

of split attention through reducing distractors game design was highlighted in a recent 

systematic review (Drummond et al., 2017). A good example to illustrate this would be using 

pie charts to display demographic information. In Figure 5.56, the reader needs to scan multiple 

areas for the country name, colour code and percentages. However, when the pie chart was 

redesigned with split attention in mind, the name of the country and percentage were presented 

in the same visual space as the colour code, thus reducing the cognitive load needed to decipher 

this image-enhancing learning.     

 

 
Figure 5.56 A split-attention principle example. The pie chart on the left causes high extraneous load due 

to splitting attention while scanning the chart back and forth for information. On the right, the 

split-attention principle was used to minimise split attention and reduce extraneous load. 
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Although the blue pulsating circle (see Figure 5.55) was a good visual cue to direct the 

player’s attention to the visual metaphor of interest, the think aloud technique (Tan et al., 2014), 

used to elicit what steps players go through when playing the game, identified this cue as only 

a partial solution. Players’ feedback identified a split-attention effect where the visual metaphor 

of interest (the Psi greek symbol) was found, but they also searched the visuospatial proximity 

around it (the cross and scalpel). Therefore, I searched the literature for possible solutions and 

found the fading technique (or greying/dimming out effect) as a common strategy for 

minimising split attention (Lawrence, 2006; Renkl et al., 2004). Therefore, we added a 

functionality where the other visual metaphors are “faded” to allow the player to focus solely 

on the intended visual metaphor (see Figure 5.57).  

 

 

 
Figure 5.57 The signalling principle was used in conjunction with the fading technique where the 

visual metaphor is at the centre of the circle-shaped timer with the background visual 

metaphors dimmed out to cue players for the intended visual metaphor only. 

 

5.10.1 Split-attention effect in game user interface (UI). 

During game UI design, I faced the challenge of where to place the visual metaphors, the 

question, timer and multiple choice answers. The initial UI placed the question on the left side 

of the screen and the visual metaphor on the right side.  
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However, this was cognitively loading as think aloud testing technique showed that players 

looked in multiple visuospatial directions including the question, the visual metaphor, the 

answers and the timer (see Figure 5.58). According to Mayer, misaligning visual and textual 

content increases extraneous load through incidental processing (Mayer & Moreno, 2003) 

which negatively impacts on learning.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.58 Shows the initial user interface which was cognitively loading as the player would need to 

split their attention back and forth between the horizontal timer, the left side question, the right-

side visual metaphor and back to the left side multiple choices. 
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To reduce this split-attention effect between the horizontal timer and the question and 

answer box on the left side of the screen, the timer was embedded in the question box to reduce 

the scanning effort needed (see Figure 5.59).  

 

 
Figure 5.59 An attempt to reduce split attention caused by the timer. The timer was embedded into the 

question box and reduced in size. 

 

Despite this enhancement, the gameplay think aloud testing technique highlighted how 

other visual metaphors were still in the players’ view (see Figure 5.60). This would lead to split 

attention and high incidental processing as the player might confuse the question with the 

wrong visual metaphor.  
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Figure 5.60 Other visual metaphors not relevant to the question such as the cough and the sputum 

container are in the view of the player which could split their attention. 

 

Therefore, the 3rd and final prototype addressed the split attention caused by this through 

filtering out the background visuals not relevant to the visual metaphor in question (see cueing 

and signalling principle above for details). Mayer referred to this by the term “weeding” which 

means taking out any material triggering “incidental processing ” in order to optimise “essential 

processing” (Mayer & Moreno, 2003) a concept similar to the fading effect mentioned above. 

A good example of this is show in Figure 5.61. For optimal design, the visual search literature 

(Katsuki & Constantinidis, 2014) was consulted and a top-down attentional approach for user 

interface design was chosen. This followed the game player’s natural flow of attention as the 

question would be read first then the visual metaphor would be attended to followed by the 

multiple choices at the bottom. In addition, Mayer and Moreno (2003), suggested instructing 

the learner first on what to learn; therefore, it made educational sense to start with the question 

at the top. As the timer was originally placed at the top of the screen then embedded within the 

left question box in prototype 2, it was redesigned as a circular-shaped timer around the visual 

metaphor (see Figure 5.61). This progression of game prototype design is displayed in Figure 

5.62.  
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Figure 5.61 Split-attention principle was used to redesign the user interface where everything, but the 

intended visual metaphor is dimmed out. Also, this figure shows the gameplay flow from top to 

bottom at the centre of the screen. 
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Figure 5.62 The progression of game design prototypes to minimise split attention. 
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5.11 Redundancy Principle 

One of the contributing factors to increased extraneous load, which wastes cognitive resources 

needed for learning, includes presenting redundant information (Sweller, 1994). Therefore, game 

design minimising unnecessary visuals or text was one of our goals and according to Sweller (1994), 

deleting unnecessary text reduces extraneous load.  

For example, the first game prototype had the timer split into three colour-coded zones and each 

represented a rank of either house officer (red), registrar (yellow) or consultant (green) with the text 

embedded within each coloured zone (see Figure 5.63). However, these colour codes are visually 

intuitive to represent the least to highest ranks as in the traffic light system; hence, text was redundant, 

especially because, at the end of each game section, a summary of the rank is provided textually.  

 

 
Figure 5.63 The first prototype timer had redundant text as well as colour coding. 

 

To address this, the text was removed leaving the colour codes only (see Figure 5.64). 

 

 
Figure 5.64 Shows the first prototype timer after redundant text was eliminated. 

 

The redundancy principle was also used to optimise the graphics in light of its educational, 

rather than artistic purpose. For example, the first prototype of medication history visual metaphor of 

the caduceus included very detailed snake scales (see Figure 5.65). Although this was artistically 

more realistic, it was adding little to the educational point of showing a snake. 
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Therefore, a fine balance was needed to make educationally informed graphics that were visually 

appealing but without unnecessary details. Mayer and Moreno (2003) suggested “weeding” out 

interesting but irrelevant material. Using the snake example, the learner needed to decipher that it was 

a snake and, in this case, interesting and beautiful scales were weeded out (see Figure 5.66). Similarly, 

leaves were drawn below the caduceus to represent herbal medications; however, more than one leaf 

was redundant and was changed to only one leaf. Therefore, throughout our visual metaphor game 

(VMG) design, artistic rather than educational design was the main focus of the game design. This is 

also in line with SGs’ research recommendations of not pursuing realism in game design as less 

realistic graphics are equally, and sometimes better than, realistic graphics (Wouters, Van Nimwegen, 

et al., 2013). This recommendation emphasised the importance of the educational content rather than 

the graphic treatment.  

 

                                  
Figure 5.65 The artistically beautiful and interesting scales on the snakes. However, these scales are 

not adding much to transferring the meaning of a snake to the player, hence are redundant 

artistic details. Also, you notice multiple leaves representing herbal medications were there 

when one leaf could send the same message about herbal medications. 
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Figure 5.66 Shows how the snake scales were removed as part of eliminating redundant graphics 

to reduce extraneous load. Also, instead of multiple leaves to represent herbal medicines, 

one leaf was designed. 

 

5.12 Worked Examples Versus Problem-Based Learning 

Although problem-based learning is more effective than worked examples for expert learners, 

the opposite is true when teaching novice learners because worked examples reduce the cognitive 

load imposed by the teaching task (J. J. G. V. Merriënboer & Sweller, 2010; Van Gog et al., 2006). 

Therefore, visual metaphors were embedded in worked examples teaching junior medical students 

about a specific presenting complaint (chest pain). Students were guided through the learning task 

where the correct answer out of the multiple choices could be easily chosen. This was done to avoid 

increasing extraneous cognitive load which leads to poor learning (Chandler & Sweller, 1991).  
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5.13 Learner-Paced Versus Game-Paced Learning 

One of the issues faced during the game design was whether to allow the transition from one 

visual metaphor to another to either be game controlled or student controlled. For example, the first 

game version had a three-second delay after a visual metaphor was deciphered then automatically 

moved on to the next question (game-paced transition). The alternative was to enable the player to 

spend as much time as they wished to learn the association between the visual metaphor and its 

meaning and move on to the next question by clicking on the screen. To answer this, the literature 

was searched and self-paced was found to be superior to non-self-paced learning in improving 

memory performance (Tullis & Benjamin, 2011; Wouters et al., 2007). This also fits well with the 

flipped classroom approach, which includes self-paced learning, where the learner controls how to go 

about the time allocated to learning a particular task because those with lower prior knowledge about 

a topic might choose to spend a longer time learning it (Roach, 2014). We sought feedback from 

medical students to speak their minds on this particular part of the game, and their feedback was 

consistent with the above finding preferring self-paced play rather than game-paced as some students 

preferred to spend longer on some questions and less time on easier visual metaphors. Therefore, we 

added a functionality to the prototype, which enabled the student to control how much time is spent 

after each question is answered. This function is actioned by clicking on the screen to move on to the 

next question (see Figure 5.67).    
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Figure 5.67 Once the correct answer is chosen, it is displayed until the player clicks on the screen to move to the 

next question. 

 

5.14 Other Important Aspects of Visual Metaphor Game Design  

5.14.1 Static versus animated visual metaphors 

Although multiple studies did not find animations to be superior to static pictures (Tversky et 

al., 2002; Wong et al., 2009), two meta-analyses have shown that animations had a positive impact 

on learning when compared to static pictures (Berney & Bétrancourt, 2016; Höffler & Leutner, 2007). 

However, emerging CLT-informed research is pointing towards combining well-designed static and 

animated pictures (Arguel & Jamet, 2009), instead of choosing one over the other, to enhance 

learning. Therefore, visual metaphors were designed using a combination of the two whilst 

recognising CLT design principles to reduce extraneous load and enhance learning.  
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5.14.2 3D versus 2D 

Although there are no significant differences between 2D and 3D educational games in terms 

of learning gains (Ak & Kutlu, 2017), I chose 3D design, despite its high cost, for the following 

reasons. Firstly, one key teaching point in the history-taking visual metaphor is to avoid “tunnel 

vision” history taking which is similar to looking at a 2D pyramid, focusing on one causative 

side/system and ignoring the other 3D pyramid sides/systems. Therefore, 3D depth of the visual 

metaphor called spatial metaphor was essential to convey this point. Secondly, health sciences 

students prefer 3D over 2D games (Chang et al., 2015). Secondly, the literature has shown that health 

sciences students have a preference for 3D over 2D games (Roettl & Terlutter, 2018). Finally, the 

game literature has found that 3D games facilitate a more enhanced sense of presence than 2D games 

(Roettl & Terlutter, 2018). Overall, 2D graphics were also used if there was no spatial need for 

metaphors.  

5.14.3 iPad versus smaller screen size 

The game was optimised for personal computers, iPads, smartphones and iPod touch. Although 

smaller screen devices (smartphones, iPod touch) are more affordable to rent, the literature search I 

conducted showed that iPads were more user-friendly as they assist in improving the game’s 

immersive experience (Thompson et al., 2012). The iPad size screens would make it easier to read 

text and interact with the game; hence, this was the chosen modality for presenting the game. A further 

consideration was for the control group PDF file users, iPod screens would prove too small to display 

a PDF file. 

5.15 Game Design and Testing Process 

Usability testing of the game is an essential part of game development as it is linked with 

improved gameplay experience (Olsen et al., 2011). For example, if a player encounters a coding 

error, commonly called in the development world a “bug”, their overall gameplay experience is 

negatively affected (Olsen et al., 2011). If this occurs, cognitive load increases and reduces the 

player’s ability to attend to the instructional intended material according to CLT; this leads to reduced 

learning outcomes (Olsen et al., 2011).  
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This iterative testing process involves players’ feedback at different development stages beginning 

with storyboarding, prototype development and final game build and implementation. The 3D game 

was co-designed by the lead author in collaboration with clinicians, medical educationalists, graphic 

designers, code developers and students. We followed a participatory iterative agile game 

development process (Ericsson & Simon, 1984) (see Figure 5.68) in a similar fashion to how visual 

metaphors were designed so as to reduce the reader’s cognitive load through minimising split 

attention.   

 

 
Figure 5.68 Visual metaphor and game design process in each game version. 

 

Game development (versions 1 and 2) incorporated student and clinician feedback using a think 

aloud testing technique originally developed by Ericsson and Simon (Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Olsen 

et al., 2011) and later adopted by SGs design literature (Ak & Kutlu, 2017) until the final iteration 

(version 3) was developed.  
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Students as well as clinicians were asked to describe what they were thinking as they played the game, 

and field notes were taken to capture issues with playability, enjoyment, code errors, delays and 

overall game aesthetics. This iterative feedback was taken back to graphic designers and game 

developers to inform prototype development and design. 

5.16 Summary 

In this chapter, I have explored how HTC visual metaphors were designed and developed using 

an iterative visual metaphor and game design process according to the CLT design principles. This 

highlighted the progression in the design phase from concept ideas to final designs and how 

corrections were made in light of the latest instructional design research findings. In the following 

chapter, the impact on University of Auckland Year 3 medical students of the designed and developed 

visual metaphor enhanced serious game will be investigated compared to the traditional PDF textual 

file. The study type chosen for this purpose was a mixed-methods approach, which combined a 

repeated measures non-randomised quasi-experimental design with a qualitative component in order 

to assess deeper perceptions about the interventions.  
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6.1 Introduction 

Since the time of Hippocrates, clinical history taking has remained a cornerstone of medicine 

(Nardone et al., 1980b). Although history taking is the most common medical procedure performed 

by doctors (Lipkin et al., 1995), research has shown a deficit in this essential skill amongst medical 

students (Craig, 1992; Maguire & Rutter, 1976; Pfeiffer et al., 1998; Platt & McMath, 1979), interns 

and, more worryingly, general practitioners (GPs) (Ramsey et al., 1998). History taking is more 

valuable than physical examination in reaching a diagnosis in around 80% of medical outpatient 

referrals (Hampton et al., 1975; Peterson et al., 1992). When adequately performed, it is associated 

with improved patient physiological and psychological health outcomes (Stewart, 1995), satisfaction 

(Kravitz et al., 1996; Robbins et al., 1993) and compliance (Harmon et al., 2006; Haskard Zolnierek 

& DiMatteo, 2009). Although the literature shows that this essential clinical skill can be learnt, it is 

inadequately taught (Aspegren & LØnberg-Madsen, 2005; Craig, 1992; Pfeiffer et al., 1998).   

A fine balance between the history-taking components (HTC) and history-taking process (HTP) 

needs to be achieved for optimal effectiveness. History-taking content is commonly referred to as 

data/information gathering and is concerned with the “what” part of the medical interview, eliciting 

specific information about the patient’s symptomatology from the presenting complaint through to 

social and occupational histories (Nardone et al., 1980b). On the other hand, HTP, commonly known 

as communication skills, is the method by which this content is elicited; thus, it is more concerned 

with the “how” of the medical interview (Nardone et al., 1980b). There is evidence to suggest that 

medical students are distracted when trying to remember HTC, and this impairs their communication 

skills (Dalen et al., 2001; Harding & D’Eon, 2001). Despite the importance of teaching HTC, this 

remains an understudied area: a recent systematic review showed only six studies of educational 

interventions that targeted this essential part of the medical interview. This review also found that 

technologically enhanced interventions improved teaching of HTC (H. Alyami et al., 2016).  

 

CHAPTER SIX: Impact of Using a 3D Visual Metaphor Serious Game to Teach 
History-Taking Content to Medical Students: A Pilot Quasi-experimental Study 
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The literature shows that medical students use multiple learning styles including visual, auditory and 

kinaesthetic (Hilliard, 1995b); therefore, we propose that a visual metaphor system could prove to be 

of significant value in enhancing the teaching of HTC.  

A visual metaphor is defined as “a graphic structure that uses the shape and elements of a 

familiar natural or man-made artefact or of an easily recognisable activity or story, to organise content 

meaningfully and use the associations with the metaphor to convey additional meaning about the 

content” (Eppler, 2006, p. 233). The use of visual metaphors in medicine dates back to antiquity when 

Aristotle explained how blood is contained in the heart and associated vessels and compared this to a 

“vase” (Marcos, 1997). Currently, visual metaphors continue to be used successfully to teach some 

of the more complicated and abstract scientific principles. For example, Emil Fischer’s lock and key 

model of enzyme-substrate interaction in physiology (Paton, 1992). Until recently, metaphor was 

considered a decorative component of speech, it is now considered “to pervade all forms of 

knowledge” (R N St Clair, 2000, p. 86).  

A number of benefits have been reported for using a visual metaphor system as a learning and 

knowledge sharing tool, including improved audience engagement, attention, memory and 

comprehension (Hanson, 1993). Visual metaphors can provide a means of transferring a complex 

concept by using simple visual symbols that facilitate the connection between thoughts and feelings 

(Ortony, 1993b). Visual metaphors, when created and presented well, enable high levels of content 

comprehension, retention and recall and are easier to construct and interpret compared to mind maps 

(Eppler, 2006). They also assist learners to incorporate newly learnt material into prior knowledge 

(Eppler & Burkhard, 2004; Roth et al., 1999). Serious games offer a promising modality of delivering 

visual metaphors as they have been shown to provide learners with an “anchor” for knowledge (Rieber 

& Noah, 2008). Fabricatore (2000) described how metaphors could be embedded in SGs to enhance 

learning, especially if they are designed to be at the heart of gameplay rather than serving as a mere 

decorative component.  

There are potential benefits of SGs (which utilise visual metaphorical elements) in medical 

education (Susi et al., 2007b); however, the application and assessment of metaphor use in SG design 

is limited (Kuipers et al., 2017). SGs are defined as games “that engage the user and contribute to the 

achievement of a defined purpose other than pure entertainment” (Susi et al., 2007, p. 5).  
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Although adopting visual metaphors in SG design is in its infancy, the SGs literature suggests they 

can improve engagement and facilitate learning of the intended teaching points (Ludden et al., 2015; 

Rieber & Noah, 2008; Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 2013).  

However, SGs are considered complex and need to be designed while taking into consideration 

the limits of human cognitive capacity (Sweller, 1988). Cognitive Load Theory offers a wide range 

of instructional design principles (Adams & Clark, 2014). It has been used in SGs design to manage 

the limited cognitive capacity of the learner (Sweller et al., 1998) and highlights the limited capacity 

of working memory (WM) to process between three to seven items at any given time compared to the 

potentially unlimited capacity of the LTM (Sweller et al., 2019). CLT also aims to reduce the 

cognitive load imposed by instructional design (extraneous load) on WM in order to improve learning 

(germane load). Cognitive load theory design principles mostly target the extraneous cognitive load 

imposed by poorly designed material (Bates, 2004; Wong et al., 2011). These design principles 

include using worked examples and minimising redundant information and split attention (Wong et 

al., 2011).  

The aim of the current study was to evaluate the impact of an SG on the learning of HTC by 

medical students during their first clinical exposure. To our knowledge, this is the first visual 

metaphor-enhanced SG implemented for teaching HTC to medical students. To evaluate this SG’s 

impact, Kirkpatrick’s training evaluation model was adopted as it is the most widely used method in 

evaluating training programs (Curran & Fleet, 2005) and is commonly used to assess medical 

educational interventions (Freeth et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2009; Yardley & Dornan, 2012). 

Kirkpatrick’s model was modified by Freeth et al. (2005)  and adopted by the Best Evidence Medical 

Education (BEME) Collaboration to assess medical teaching interventions (Walker & Fraser, 2005). 

The domains included are: affective (cognitive load, material difficulty level and 

perceptions/satisfaction); cognitive (knowledge gains); and behavioural attitudes (Objective 

Structured Clinical Exam). The fourth level in Kirkpatrick ‘s model (outcomes related to the impact 

of the interventions on patients’ care) is not commonly measured in educational settings (Osborne 

O’Hagan et al., 2014) and is beyond the scope of this study.  
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6.2 Methods 

This pilot study used a mixed-methods approach by combining a repeated measures non-

randomised quasi-experimental design with a qualitative component. The study was approved by the 

University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee (UAHPEC) reference number 

015567. 

This research project investigates the design and development of novel visual metaphors 

delivered as a 3D serious game, to teach year 3 medical students history taking content HTC. The 

intervention is compared to textual information presented as PDF. The aim of this research is to 

answer the following questions and hypotheses.  

6.2.1 Questions. 

1. How is a visual metaphor designed and how could this be developed into a serious game based 

on robust educational theory? 

2. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game influence medical students’ 

retention of HTC (knowledge)? 

3. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ 

performance on objective structured clinical examination (knowledge transfer/skills)? 

4. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ self-

efficacy? 

5. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ cognitive 

load? 

6. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ perception 

of the difficulty level of history taking content? 
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7. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ 

satisfaction? 

8. Does the use of a visual metaphor-enhanced serious game affect medical students’ acceptance 

of the technology and their perception of its usefulness? 

9. How do medical students qualitatively perceive a visual metaphor-enhanced game in terms of 

enjoyment and what are their views in terms of further improvements? 

6.2.2        Hypotheses. 

     Medical students participating in the visual metaphor serious game intervention compared to PDF 

textual file group will: 

1- Show improved knowledge of history taking content on the open-ended cardiac symptoms 

question  

2- Demonstrate higher scores in their Objective Structured Clinical Examination 

3- Show greater self-efficacy 

4- Report less cognitive load  

5- Perceive lower difficulty levels of history taking content 

6- Show better scores in terms of technology acceptance and ease of use 

 

6.3 Recruitment 

The University of Auckland has a six-year undergraduate medical programme comprised of 

predominantly basic sciences (Years 1-3) and then clinical practice (Years 4 to 6). Our sample was a 

preclinical population of Year-3 medical students at the South Auckland Clinical Campus of the 

University of Auckland who were attending a 10-week clinical methods module at the end of 2015. 

This is a foundation course teaching clinical skills. All 83 students on the rotation were invited to 

participate in this study. Recruitment strategies involved both verbal and poster invitations. Students 

were pre-allocated, at the medical school administration level, to one of two teaching days 

(Wednesday or Thursday), independent of the investigators.  
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6.4 Interventions 

To minimise potential contamination, the control group (PDF file group) was allocated to 

Wednesday, followed by the intervention group (Visual Metaphor Game; VMG group) on Thursday. 

Both groups had the same face-to-face cardiac history teaching (whole morning session) delivered on 

the day of the interventions followed by a one-off 40-minute session using either a PDF file or the 

VMG. Both groups used iPads to access content whereby the same content was covered but differed 

in their instructional design as the PDF was textual and the game used visual metaphors. The 

interaction with the both interventions was naturalistic in that students were allowed to use the 

interventions as they wished. The first gameplay took around 8 minutes to complete the beginner 

level while it took less time in the following gameplays. The PDF file took the same amount of time. 

A visual metaphor-enhanced game was developed as a 3D SG that contains elements of HTC (see 

Figure 6.1).  
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Figure 6.1 In-game snapshot showing the symptoms/signs relevant to the cardiovascular system. 
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This Serious Game was called Med Metaphoria and a showreel video of the overall game is 

embedded in a QR code (see Figure 6.2).  

 

 
Figure 6.2 Med Metaphoria Serious Game Showreel 

 

The medical student’s journey in this gameplay is captured in the video which is embedded in 

a QR code (see Figure 6.3).  

 

 
 

Figure 6.3 Med Metaphoria Serious Game Gameplay Video 
 

The 3D game was co-designed by the lead author in collaboration with clinicians, medical 

educationalists, code developers and students. We followed a participatory iterative agile game 

development process (Ericsson & Simon, 1984) using the “I’s” development framework proposed by 

Annetta (2010) for SGs design (Annetta, 2010) discussed in details in chapter Five.  
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Game development iterations(versions 1 and 2) used think aloud protocol described in chapter 

five until the final iteration (version 3) was developed (see Figure 6.4). 

 
Figure 6.4 Iterative visual metaphor design. 

The main characters in the game were the medical student in the submarine (the rescuer, and 

students had the option of choosing their own personalised name) and John the Archaeologist (the 

patient). The game was a point and click adventure game taking place in a 3D fantasy world where 

John was inadvertently locked up in a Pyramid after deciphering a set of visual metaphors wrongly. 

The game rules included deciphering the visual metaphors correctly by associating them with the 

correct multiple-choice answer in order to rescue John who is complaining of chest pain. The quicker 

this was done, the higher the score and rank achieved. Each section of the history taking was a separate 

part of the game journey. Audio-visual and textual feedback was provided in addition to static and 

animated game narrative and cut scenes.  

Students had to decipher the visual metaphors by choosing the right answer out of three or four 

multiple choice answers per question. Although question order was constant, answer positions were 

randomly ordered for each question. The game had three difficulty levels with beginner level allowing 

30 seconds per question using the full textual question, followed by intermediate level which allows 

20 seconds with questions partially visible, and advanced level allowing 10 seconds which shows the 

visual item only with no textual question. The total number of seconds per difficulty level was divided 

into thirds, and students were ranked into one of three ranks based on their time to answer each 

question correctly: consultant (first third), resident (second third) or intern (last third). Students also 

scored points corresponding to their speed in choosing the right answer (see Figure 6.5). 
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Figure 6.5 In-game snapshot showing the visual metaphor in the background, question and multiple choice 
options. The number of points (29) represents that it took the player at the beginner level one second to decipher 
the visual metaphor and answer the question correctly (out of the 30 seconds allocated per question). 

6.5 Development and Validation of Teaching Interventions and HTC Measures 

Both the PDF and the VMG were developed after consulting with the recommended reading 

list the students had received, which included a clinical skills module booklet and a recommended 

clinical skills textbook (Talley & O’Connor, 2013). Content validity and instructional design of both 

interventions were carried out through iterative consultation with multiple junior and senior doctors 

from medical and surgical disciplines, including Internal Medicine, Cardiology, Surgery and 

Psychiatry. Face validity was established through iterative discussions with multiple medical students 

across the medical school programme. Similarly, game embedded MCQs underwent content validity 

process as they were created by a team of clinicians including two cardiologists, two surgeons, two 

psychiatrists and a medical educationalist. Questions were developed according to the medical school 

“Clinical Methods Module” booklet as well as the recommended history-taking textbook (Talley & 

O’Connor, 2013). Face validity was conducted through multiple discussions with senior and junior 

medical students. The PDF file was not interactive and completely textual with no diagrams, colour 

or pictures. It was designed to be of a similar style to students’ clinical skills booklet and included the 

same history taking content information presented in the game. The PDF file validation was similar 

to the game as it was designed by two cardiologists, two surgeons, two psychiatrists and a medical 
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educationalist. History-taking headings were developed based on the medical school “Clinical 

Methods Module” booklet as well as the recommended history-taking textbook (Talley & O’Connor, 

2013). Students engaged with the PDF file by scrolling up or down and zooming in or out.  

6.6 Measures 

For both groups, knowledge about HTC was assessed using a paper-based context rich open-

ended question (Appendix B:2A). This was asked immediately before intervention (baseline), 

immediately after intervention (postintervention) and then again seven weeks after intervention 

(follow-up). These tests were designed to assess baseline HTC knowledge, immediate and delayed 

recall respectively (see Figure 6.6 for study design). 

 

 
Figure 6.6 Study design and sampling time points. 

This open-ended question was deemed more appropriate than using closed MCQs (Schuwirth 

& Van Der Vleuten, 2004). It read “what are the cardiac symptoms you would ask about as part of 

the history of presenting complaint in a patient presenting with chest pain?” The model answer 

template had a total of 25 symptoms. Answers that included lay or medical terms were accepted if 

they were consistent with the symptom meaning. Marking was conducted by a senior cardiology 

registrar blinded to both groups out of a total score of 25 based on predefined marking criteria 

(Appendix A). Pre, post and follow-up questionnaires were designed in order to assess the three levels 

of Kirkpatrick’s training evaluation model. These measures’ key points are summarised in Table 6.1.   
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Table 6.1 Measures used and relevant information. 

Scale name Construct Items # 1 is 5 is Timelines Duration to 
complete in 
minutes 

Mental 
effort 

Cognitive 
load 

1 Very low Very 
high 

Baseline and 
post- 
intervention 

1 

Perceived 
difficulty 

Task 
difficulty 

1 Not 
difficult 
at all 

Very 
high 
difficulty 

Baseline and  
post- 
intervention 

1 

General 
Self-
efficacy 

Self-
confidence in 
history taking 

10 Strongly 
disagree 

Strongly 
agree 

Baseline, post- 
intervention and 
7 weeks later 

3 

TAM -Ease of use 
 
 
- Usefulness 

6 
 
 
6 

Strongly 
disagree  
 
Strongly 
disagree 

Strongly 
agree  
 
Strongly 
agree 

Post- 
intervention 

4 

Satisfaction Satisfaction 8 Strongly 
disagree 

Strongly 
agree 

Post- 
intervention 

3 

Knowledge  Open-ended 
knowledge 
question 

Marks 
out of 25 

X X Baseline and 
Post- 
intervention 

5 

Clinical 
Skills 

OSCE Marks 
out of 25 

X X 10 weeks post- 
intervention 

10 

 

 

The Mental Effort Scale (Paas, 1992) was used to assess students’ perceived history-taking 

cognitive load, while history-taking difficulty was measured by using the Difficulty Level Scale (Gog 

& Paas, 2008). The Mental Effort Scale is a subjective rating scale for cognitive load with a 

Cronbach’s coefficient alpha of 0.90 (internal reliability) (Paas, 1992).  
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This scale has been studied widely in the literature and has shown good psychometric properties 

(Sweller et al., 2019). It has been shown to be comparable to objective physiological measures and 

has good validity and reliability (Szulewski et al., 2017) and more sensitive and simpler than objective 

physiologic measures (Sweller et al., 2019). The adapted five point Likert scale is commonly used to 

assess cognitive load (Klepsch et al., 2017) where the question is “In taking a history, I invest..” is 

answered on a 5-point-Likert Scale (Appendix B: 2B). As a one-off administration of the scale was 

shown to over or underestimate scores (Gog et al., 2012; Schmeck et al., 2015), it was administered 

at two timelines (baseline and postintervention). This scale has been used previously in the local New 

Zealand context (Zawaly et al., 2019).  

The perceived task difficulty level was also measured as it is an important but different construct 

to cognitive load (Gog & Paas, 2008). According to van Gog and Paas (2008), tasks perceived to be 

highly difficult might lead to using low mental effort in solving them. This scale was administered to 

answer the question “I experienced history -taking as...” (Appendix B: 2B). This scale has been also 

adopted in previous study in our local context (Aitken, 2005).  

Despite the known criticism of single-item scales (Brunken et al., 2003), such as cognitive 

load and perceived task difficulty scales, research has shown these scales to have comparable 

properties to multi-item scales (Yeo & Neal, 2008). 

The Self-Efficacy Scale (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995) was used to measure student perceived 

self-confidence in history taking (Appendix B: 1B). Medical students’ self-efficacy has been shown 

to influence academic performance (Artino et al., 2010; Woods et al., 2014; Young et al., 2012). 

Bandura’s (1977) seminal work on self-efficacy theory highlighted that competency to perform a 

certain task is not limited to knowledge and skill acquisition only but in how the participant believes 

in their efficacy of reaching this goal . In the context of SGs, Gee (2003) highlighted how they could 

increase self-efficacy. The General Self-Efficacy (GSE) Scale devised by Schwarzer and Jerusalem 

(1995) was used to measure student perceived self-confidence in history taking. GSE refers to the 

global confidence in one’s coping ability across multiple situations (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995). 

This scale has been used extensively in research with an internal consistency of 0.75 to 0.91 with a 

reliability of 0.67 (Scholz et al., 2002). However, it is considered a non-domain specific scale which 

goes against Bandura’s domain specific conceptualisation of self-efficacy (Klassen & Klassen, 2018).  
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Therefore, GSE scale adaptation was necessary in order to make it history-taking domain specific to 

fit with Bandura’s self-efficacy theory (Klassen & Klassen, 2018). Given that self-efficacy is 

dynamic, researchers have advised to measure this construct longitudinally rather than cross-

sectionally (Campbell et al., 2011). While some researchers have measured self-efficacy at two time 

points, medical educationalists have recommended doing so more than twice (Klassen & Klassen, 

2018). Therefore, it was administered pre, post and at follow-up timelines. This scale has been used 

recently at The University of Auckland (Lyndon et al., 2017).  

Given that both educational interventions were delivered using a technologically enhanced 

medium (an iPad) in the current study, the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was used (Davis, 

1989) (Appendix B and Appendix C:2B). The TAM’s Ease of Use and Acceptability questionnaire 

has been used previously to investigate medical students’ (Briz-Ponce & García-Peñalvo, 2015) and 

physicians’ intentions to use technology (Hu et al., 1999; Huang et al., 2016). Due to its robustness, 

simplicity and adaptive nature, it has become one of the most widely used models in measuring 

technology acceptance (King & He, 2006). This scale is valid in New Zealand to assess 

technologically enhanced interventions (Nanayakkara, 2006). 

SGs, which involves instructional design optimisation, have been shown to improve satisfaction 

levels (Gentry et al., 2019). Therefore, a satisfaction questionnaire was designed as it could serve as 

an indirect academic performance measure (Witowski, 2008). These questions were drawn from other 

relevant medical education literature evaluating technologically enhanced educational interventions 

(Succar et al., 2013; Sward et al., 2008). The questionnaire face and content validation process 

followed an iterative design process similar to game design (see Figure 5.32). This was administered 

immediately after both interventions (Appendix B and Appendix C: 3A).  

Immediately after the intervention, three open-ended questions were used to assess students’ 

perceptions and suggestions of what they learnt, enjoyed and did not enjoy as well as suggestions for 

further improvement (Appendix B and Appendix C:3A).  

History-taking clinical skills were objectively assessed at 10 weeks postintervention by 

comparing end-of-year OSCE results for the history-taking station as part of multiple stations 

examining surgical skills. The history-taking station was designed independent of the investigators.  
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The station of interest targeted abdominal pain history taking. Although this was different to cardiac 

history taking, the overall history-taking structure and pain questions were similar. Assessors were 

junior and senior surgeons using a standardized abdominal history taking checklist to evaluate 

students history taking. The total score of this station was out of 25.  

 

6.7 Statistical Analysis 

Descriptive statistics were used to assess baseline demographic characteristics and mean scores 

of continuous variables were calculated. Chi-square or Fisher exact tests were used to test for 

associations between the PDF and VMG groups. To examine changes in self-efficacy and knowledge 

across baseline, postintervention and follow-up, a repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was carried out. This was adjusted for confounders including age, gender, ethnicity, education level, 

marital status and specialty preference. Interactions between group and time were also tested and 

adjusted in the model if it was deemed to be significant (p<.05). All the analyses were carried out 

using SAS (version 9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC) software. Arbitrary missing data at the follow-up 

test was handled using multiple imputation using the two-fold fully conditional specification (FCS) 

approach proposed by Welch et al. (2014) using the predicted mean matching.  

6.8 Qualitative Analysis 

Data analysis was conducted using the six-phase thematic analysis guide developed by Braun 

and Clark (2006) (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  

Two researchers independently followed these six steps, and consensus was reached using the 

constant comparison approach where disagreements were discussed until mutual agreement was 

reached.  

The first phase involved entering responses in an Excel spreadsheet where they were read and 

re-read as part of the data familiarisation stage, and notes were taken for noticeable patterns. Manual 

coding was performed through highlighting repeated meanings that represented certain patterns as 

part of a data-driven analysis. After data were coded, broader themes were generated. We used tables 

of codes and generated themes accordingly. At this stage, themes were reviewed and refined against 

the coded data level followed by the whole dataset level.  
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These themes were refined and named to ensure they reflected the meaning of the dataset they 

represent, highlighting interesting points and providing any potential explanations. Each theme was 

analysed separately and in relation to other themes within the overall dataset meaning. Finally, report 

writing involved writing the meaning of the datasets based on the generated themes supported by data 

extracts. At this stage, critical explanations about the rationale for such themes in the context of our 

research question about learning enhancement were sought.   

6.9 Results 

6.9.1 Sample characteristics 

Eighty-three students were eligible for the study and 46 students agreed to participate (55% 

response rate). One student left the PDF group, leaving 18 participants in this group and 27 in the 

VMG group. 

The student demographic characteristics in both groups were similar in relation to age, gender, 

speciality preference and gaming frequency (see Table 6.2). All students participated in the baseline 

and postintervention measures. Of those, 24 (88%) of the students in the VMG group and 14 (73%) 

students in the PDF group completed the follow-up test seven weeks later.   
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Table 6.2 Sample Characteristics. 

 Group Total P-value 
Baseline Characteristics PDF Game   
Gender     
Male 4 (21.1%) 8 (29.6%) 12 (26.1%) 0.73* 
Female 15 (79%) 19 (70.4%) 34 (73.9%)  
Age     
19-21 10 (52.6%) 18 (66.7%) 28 (60.9%) 0.68* 
22-25 8 (42.1%) 8 (29.6%) 16 (34.8%)  
>26 1 (5.3%) 1 (3.7%) 2 (4.4%)  
Ethnicity     
NZ European 5 (26.3%) 8 (30.8%) 13 (28.9%) 0.32* 
Māori 2 (10.5%) 3 (11.5%) 5 (11.1%)  
Pacific 5 (26.3%) 2 (7.7%) 7 (15.6%)  
Asian 1 (5.3%) 6 (23.1%) 7 (15.6%)  
Other 6 (31.6%) 7 (26.9%) 13 (28.9%)  
     
Marital Status     
Single 16 (84.2%) 18 (69.2%) 34 (75.6%) 0.58* 
Couple/De Facto 3 (15.8%) 7 (26.9%) 10 (22.2%)  
Married 0 1 (3.9%) 1 (2.2%)  
     
Speciality     
Medicine 10 (52.6%) 14 (53.9%) 24 (53.3%) 0.75* 
Surgery 0 2 (7.7%) 2 (4.4%)  
Sub-specialities 2 (10.5%) 3 (11.5%) 5 (11.1%)  
Don't know 7 (36.8%) 7 (26.9%) 14 (31.1%)  
     
Gaming Frequency     
Once a day 1 (5.3%) 3 (11.5%) 4 (8.9%) 0.88* 
More than one a day 1 (5.3%) 2 (7.7%) 3 (6.7%)  
Once a week 3 (15.8%) 5 (19.2%) 8 (17.8%)  
More than once a week 0 1 (3.9%) 1 (2.2%)  
I do not play games 14 (73.7%) 15 (57.7%) 29 (64.4%)  
     
Education     
Undergraduate entry 12 (63.2%) 20 (76.9%) 32 (71.1%) 0.31** 
Master Degree 7 (36.8%) 6 (23.1%) 13 (28.9%)  
     
Enrolment Status     
Domestic  19 (100%) 25 (92.6%) 44 (95.7%) 0.5* 
International 0 2 (7.4%) 2 (4.4)   

*Fisher exact test used, **Chi-square test used  
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6.9.2 Knowledge and self-efficacy 

While between group differences in knowledge and self-efficacy at postintervention and seven-

week time points compared to baseline were not significant (knowledge p=0.95 and self-efficacy 

p=0.85), the within group differences were statistically significant (p<0.0001) for both groups (see 

Figures 6.7 and 6.8). This significant difference persisted across unadjusted and adjusted models 

(adjusted by age, gender, ethnicity, education level, marital status and specialty preference).  

 

 
Figure 6.7 Knowledge across baseline, postintervention and follow-up time points (no statistically significant 
differences). 
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Figure 6.8 History-taking self-efficacy across baseline, postintervention and follow-up time points (no statistically 
significant differences). 

 

6.9.3 Clinical skills (OSCE scores) 

The OSCE took place 10 weeks after the intervention. No significant differences between the 

intervention and control groups were found (p=0.60) (see Table 6.3). 

6.9.4 History-taking cognitive load and level of difficulty 

There were no statistically significant differences from baseline between the two groups in 

either cognitive load scores (p=0.88) or level of difficulty scores (p= 0.68) (see Table 6.3). Similarly, 

the ease of use and usefulness levels assessed at the postintervention did not reach statistical 

significance (ease of use (p=0.186) and usefulness (p=0.306) (see Table 6.3). 
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6.9.5 Satisfaction 

There was a significant difference in satisfaction levels between the groups, with the VMG 

group having a statistically higher satisfaction level compared to the PDF group (mean difference of 

6.13; 95% CI [3.27, 9.00], p=<0.0001) (see Table 6.3). 

Table 6.3 History-taking cognitive load, difficulty level, OSCE results, ease of use, usefulness 

and satisfaction means, SD and P values.  

Outcome Group Timeline Mean Std Dev P-values 

Cognitive Load PDF Baseline 3.94 0.64 0.88* 
  

Post 3.89 0.68 
  

Game Baseline 3.81 0.62 
   

Post 3.74 0.66 
 

Difficulty level PDF Baseline 2.94 0.73 0.68* 
  

Post 3.06 0.64 
  

Game Baseline 2.96 0.59 
   

Post 3.04 0.52 
 

Satisfaction PDF Post 23.72 4.35 <0.0001 

 
Game Post 29.85 4.86 

 
Usefulness PDF Post 21.39 4.1 0.306 
 

Game Post 22.59 3.62 
 

Ease of use PDF Post 23.28 3.68 0.186 
 

Game Post 24.7 3.36 
 

OSCE PDF Post 14.33 4.52 0.600 
 

Game Post 15.04 4.28 
 

*Wilcoxon two-sample test (non-parametric test) 
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6.10 Qualitative Results 

The overall findings indicate that the VMG and PDF file presented both HTC and structure well 

to participants. However, while VMG was viewed as a learning tool that aided understanding, 

encoding and recalling history taking in an engaging and fun way, the PDF was viewed as easy to 

read but difficult to learn or remember. Also, the PDF was seen as an electronic handout no different 

to other handouts that were boring and non-engaging.  

Four major themes emerged from this analysis for both interventions: interventions as learning 

tools; enjoyment and engagement; intervention generalisability; and suggestions for future 

improvement (Table 6.4). Identities are masked and replaced by pseudonyms in the themes section 

below to preserve confidentiality.  

 
Table 6.4 Thematic analysis summary. 

Game Shared main themes PDF 

Memory aid for conceptual, 

procedural and metacognitive 

knowledge development 

 

Learning tool An easy-to-read but hard-to-

learn reference tool 

Enhances enjoyment in 

learning history taking 

Affects enjoyment and 

engagement 

 

Neither engaging nor 

enjoyable 

Text size, spelling, grammar 

optimisation, add skip button 

and increase difficulty levels 

 

Design and functionality 

optimisation suggestions 

Add pictures, colour and 

animations as well as 

enhancing interactivity   

 

Game specific theme: 

Game is generalisable to other 

clinical scenarios of different 

systems 

 

 

 

X 
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Theme one: interventions as learning tools. 

§ VMG as a memory aid for conceptual, procedural and metacognitive knowledge development. 

A recognised benefit of using visual metaphors is enhancing memory retrieval through 

activating prior knowledge, thus allowing new knowledge and concepts to be learnt (Marcos, 1997). 

For example, Stacey discussed how visual metaphors enhanced understanding and recall: “The use 

of symbols made important factors to ask about easy to recall”. This was supported by Snezana’s 

comment: “I liked the picture metaphors to cue different aspects of a history”. Also, this was echoed 

in Alex’s comment: “I think the visual symbols can help me recall some characteristics of pain etc 

which will be useful”. Michael described how visual metaphors went beyond being just a memory 

aid to facilitating the “how” aspects of knowledge in terms of structure and systematic history-taking 

approach as they added a “very good systematic process with visual symbols - aids memory”, while 

James shared his view that visual metaphors “helped realise that a system is important to follow - 

logical order/sequence”. Sanil summed this in saying that it helped him in: “How to take a history in 

a systematic way, my history taking at the moment is quite muddled, and I don't really ask things in 

order, just as I remember them. So, it’s great that it gives structure”.    

On a metacognitive level in terms of “thinking about thinking” (Pintrich, 2002), visual 

metaphors enable the interpreter to make strong associations between concepts (Serig, 2006). This 

enables the students to understand how they think and process information. Tanya stated that she 

enjoyed “the metaphors - since it has visual association with aspects of history taking. I like that it is 

very structured in its approach”, and Sarah highlighted how visual metaphors were “very effective 

associating concepts with images”. Mo emphasised this benefit by saying that the game was: “Very 

good systematic process with visual symbols as it aids memory”. The metacognitive understanding 

of digging through the iceberg covered pyramid highlighted how history taking parts are interrelated 

needing in depth exploration as reported by Mohsen’s comment: “ We are digging through it, its 

intrinsically related to social history and genetics etc”.   
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§ PDF viewed as an easy-to-read but hard-to-learn reference tool 

Although the majority of the PDF group participants viewed the file as having a clear and 

concise list, they found it hard to learn and remember. While it was seen by William as “easy to read 

bullet points and concise information”, it was “not interactive, cannot remember just by reading, 

boring”. Sharon saw the PDF file as a “comprehensive list of what to ask when cardiac history 

taking” which was also echoes in Gary’s statement as it helped him know “the vast range of questions 

that went under the history of presenting complaint section”. Gustavo found it as a tool that “helped 

me point out the things I missed such as pink frothy sputum and claudication” and Munira stated it 

helped her know “more questions to ask in cardiac history of presenting complaint”. Perceiving the 

PDF file as a reference tool is consistent with the medical education literature as technology-based 

handouts were thought of as a reference tool (Buzzetto-More, 2008; Islam et al., 2005). Despite its 

use as a knowledge organising tool, students saw it as non-interactive. For example, Lamera saw the 

PDF file as “just words to read, no pictures or color” while Roma saw it having “too many words”. 

The negative impact of lack of PDF file interactivity on learning outcomes has been observed in a 

previous study where students in the non-interactive PDF handouts group had significantly reduced 

educational outcomes compared to those with interactive electronic handouts (McLaughlin & 

Rhoney, 2015). This may have implications for medical education in general as information 

(including difficult-to-understand concepts) is often presented in textual format without 

accompanying images. 

Theme two: instructional design influences enjoyment and engagement. 

§ Visual metaphors enhance enjoyment in learning history taking. 

Almost all the VMG participants enjoyed the visual metaphor game. For example, Jake enjoyed 

“the results afterwards, i.e., remembering content of history taking”. Stacey highlighted this by 

stating “I enjoyed how easy it was to use…..made things fun to follow.” This highlighted how 

enjoyment was linked to improved learning of the material as well as the ease of playing the game. 

Another student, Marcus, stated that certain elements of the game mechanics were enjoyable: “The 

timing factor - provided urgency to situation; kept me on my toes” while Khalid enjoyed: “Different 

levels to eventually learn History from memory”. 
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This increase in game enjoyment is reported in the SGs literature as studies have highlighted how 

students experienced high enjoyment levels while playing SGs (Ke, 2008; Rieber & Noah, 2008). 

Some researchers explained this increased enjoyment in terms of the balance achieved between the 

learner’s abilities and the challenge posed by the game (Sherry, 2004), which is consistent with 

Stacey’s statement above.  

§ PDF was neither engaging nor enjoyable. 

The majority of the PDF group participants found it boring and non-engaging due to a lack of 

visuals or interactivity, as Josephine’s stated: “It was not interactive at all, so it was not fun and I 

probably won't remember the stuff well”. Sam mentioned that “It was plain and was not necessarily 

enjoyable but just another handout but electronic”. Frank described how hard it was to study a lot of 

textual information as it was like: “Cramming under pressure. It was a lot of information to take in 

but most of it I knew already but difficult to take it in at once”. These observations are supported by 

the literature as technologically non-interactive modalities of presenting information, such as textual 

information, is considered less productive than interactive educational modalities (Moreno & Mayer, 

2007). Incorporating visual and verbal modalities of information is said to improve student 

understanding of taught material (Fletcher & Tobias, 2005), which could explain the above participant 

statements.  

The PDF file was not interactive and completely textual with no diagrams, colour or pictures. 

It was designed to be of a similar style to students’ clinical skills booklet and included the same 

history taking content information presented in the game. Students engaged with the PDF file by 

scrolling up or down and zooming in or out.  

Theme three: VMG is generalizable to other clinical scenarios of different systems. 

Overall, the majority of the VMG-group participants appreciated the teaching value of the VMG 

and suggested generalising it to teach other organ systems and clinical scenarios. Martin suggested 

“to have different cases played out but with the same format so we learn about other systems with 

depth too. I feel that it has definitely helped me a lot with my memory recall, thanks.” Mike said “I 

think the game is focused on one type of clinical problem, chest pain. It would be nice to include more 

scenarios.”. 
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 Lucas envisaged a generalizable development idea by suggesting: “If the game were to have database 

on various presenting complaints that could be followed through to explore various aspects of history 

taking required which would be helpful”. This did not feature in the PDF group responses. Visual 

metaphor use with games has been reported to serve as an “anchor” for conceptual knowledge (Rieber 

& Noah, 2008), and this could explain the above responses as the history taking visual metaphor, 

although had a cardiac focus, could be easily applied to other organ systems.  

Theme four: design and functionality suggestions for improvement. 

Participants in both groups offered suggestions on how both interventions could be optimised. 

While PDF group participants offered several design suggestions, the VMG group had limited design 

suggestions.  

• Game prototype design and functionality suggestions. 

VMG participants made suggestions as to how the functionality and user interface could be 

optimised. In terms of design, some participants suggested text size optimisation: Simon commented 

“make text larger maybe?” and another suggested “enlarging the buttons’ size”. Others suggested 

spelling and grammatical corrections and adding more levels of difficulty. For example, Fay stated 

that the “grammar and spelling could be improved”.  

In terms of functionality, suggestions included adding back and skip buttons, lag improvement 

and minimising repetition. Some participants, such as Harris, commented on the game prototype 

lagging and requested: “make it faster if possible. Great concept.” Stephanie shared a similar opinion 

that we need to “Make the game respond faster”. Lag in the game literature refers to the game delay 

in response to the actions of the player (Tseng et al., 2011), and this has been shown to negatively 

impact the gameplay experience (Loh et al., 2015; Olsen et al., 2011; Tseng et al., 2011). One possible 

explanation for the reported lag is the use of data-rich 3D graphics in the game (Csikszentmihalyi et 

al., 2014).  
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Angela appreciated the positive impact of repetition on memory and acknowledged that 

repetition was less enjoyable when they have learnt the material. This was captured in her response: 

“repetition was really good for memory, but after I was able to remember it, it became a little boring, 

sorry”. This was supported by Jasminka who stated that she : “ would find it useful if the symbols 

were presented in different order so it made us think about what actually needed to be addressed 

rather than “what came next". The use of repetition in SGs is associated with improved learning 

(Drummond et al., 2017), and the reported boredom after learning content is a good illustration of the 

flow state proposed by Csikszentmihalyi  (2014). In the game literature, a balance needs to be struck 

between the game task difficulty and the player’s ability to reach a state of flow (Harteveld et al., 

2007). Based on this, hard games could frustrate the player while easy ones could bore the player. 

Therefore, the literature suggests increasing game difficulty as the user’s knowledge improves to 

maintain this state of flow. This increase in difficulty levels was suggested by Jasmin as she wanted 

“an even more advanced level”. However, others enjoyed the current three difficulty levels as evident 

in Yvonne’s response about enjoying the “different levels to eventually learn history from memory”. 

Finally, given that the reported boredom only occurred after the material was learnt, which is the 

educational purpose of this serious game, adding more difficulty levels might be questionable. 

§ PDF design and functionality optimisation suggestions. 

Most PDF group participants had suggestions to enhance PDF design and functionality through 

adding pictures, colour and animations as well as enhancing interactivity.   

In terms of design, Patrick suggested “using more animations, colours, pictures making it more 

interesting and interactive”. Similarly, Aisha suggested adding “more colours and images” while 

Patricia suggested adding functions such as “a record button and a function to write on the file” by 

having a “marker so you can write on and interact with the file to improve memorisation.” Ronald 

suggested: “have a record button that records the conversation and puts all patients’ responses into 

each section immediately”. These suggestions are in line with educational research which showed 

that interactive audio-visual functionalities enhance learning outcomes (Kennedy, 2004).  
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6.11 Discussion 

This quasi-experimental pilot study that utilised both a quantitative and qualitative research 

methods approach evaluated a visual metaphor-enhanced 3D SG in teaching cardiac HTC to Year 3 

medical students in comparison to PDF-delivered teaching. More than half the sample indicated a 

preference to specialise in General Medicine in the future and were not playing games regularly.  

Our study showed that the game is comparable to and as effective as textual information in 

increasing knowledge gains, enabling self-efficacy, managing cognitive load and level of difficulty, 

and perceived ease of use and acceptability at various time points. However, the game was superior 

to textual information with regard to higher satisfaction scores relative to the PDF group. The reasons 

for this could be drawn from the qualitative analyses which showed that the VMG was perceived to 

be a useful visual memory aid, more enjoyable and transferrable to other clinical scenarios. On the 

other hand, the PDF group found the PDF boring and merely another handout that was neither 

interactive nor engaging.  

The quantitative findings were consistent with the current pre- and postgraduate medical 

education SGs literature, which shows that SGs are at least as effective as traditional teaching 

methods. Consistent with the higher satisfaction scores in the VMG group and the qualitative findings 

of students viewing the game as more enjoyable, fun and as a useful memory aid, two systematic 

reviews reported that SGs have the advantage of increasing students’ enjoyment and interest in the 

topic taught (Blakely et al., 2009; Ricciardi & Paolis, 2014). The improvement in satisfaction was 

consistent with medical education game use amongst medical students when compared to traditional 

teaching (O’Leary et al., 2005; Sward et al., 2008).  

A previous systematic review assessing the impact of educational games on medical students’ 

learning outcomes found potential for improving learning outcomes but highlighted the need for more 

rigorous research (Akl et al., 2010). Graafland et al. (2014) systematically reviewed the literature for 

the impact of SGs on training health professionals and assessed their validity. They included a total 

of 30 SGs, 17 of which were designed for educational purposes. However, none of these games were 

fully validated. The authors suggested validating games before incorporating them into teaching and 

such validation needs to include, content, face, concurrent and predictive validity. 
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In 2013, a Cochrane review looking at the use of games as a teaching method for health professionals 

found insufficient evidence for or against their use (Elie A Akl et al., 2013).  

Wang et al. conducted a systematic review in 2016 of SGs in medical education and identified 

42 studies reflecting an increase in the number of SGs. Of these, only 19 studies included an 

evaluation of SGs, with the majority of these (n=17) associated with significant educational benefits 

(Wang et al., 2016). Out of the 19 studies, only four were relevant to a medical student population 

and assessed the use of SGs on medical students’ knowledge and skill acquisition (Aagaard et al., 

2004; Boeker et al., 2013; Duque et al., 2008; Sward et al., 2008). Only one of these studies found a 

significant improvement in knowledge, but this was for immediate recall only, as long-term retention 

was not assessed (Boeker et al., 2013). 

There are several possible reasons why the current study showed no significant quantitative 

differences between the teaching methods apart from satisfaction scores. The duration (40 minutes) 

for learning the textual information may be a confounder as it was regarded as too long by many 

students, which meant that students started interacting and assessing each other. As assessment drives 

learning (Wormald et al., 2009), it could be argued that the PDF group assessing each other instead 

of engaging with the iPad only could have improved their scores independent of the PDF file. This is 

an assumption based on the investigator’s direct observation during the PDF group where students 

assessed each other while using the PDF file. The influence of student-student interaction has been 

found in prior work to be similar to interactions between students and facilitators (Sward et al., 2008).  

SGs are usually played more than once, which is different to the one-off 40-minute play session 

design in the current study and, therefore, could also explain the lack of significant findings. In 2013, 

a meta-analysis of SGs reported how a lack of significant difference between games and traditional 

teaching could be attributed to the lack of playing the game on multiple occasions as normally 

happens (Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 2013). In that study, compared to multiple gameplay 

sessions, single-session gameplay was not more beneficial than traditional teaching methods.  
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Another possible reason for lack of significant difference in scores between the groups is the 

progression of skill development over time in the absence of formal teaching (Craig, 1992). While 

the VMG group only had 40 minutes of gameplay, both groups had unlimited access to traditional 

teaching material from which the PDF file was designed, which could have been a confounding factor 

in this study.  

Another possible explanation for this result is that the control group’s awareness of their control 

status, as text PDF file is one of two interventions where the other is a game, influenced their 

behaviour as they may have tried to outperform the intervention group. This is a statistical confounder 

called the John Henry Effect (“John Henry Effect,” 2010) evident in PDF group participants assessing 

each other during the experiment and highlighted by the fact that a participant left the control group 

as soon as she knew she saw the PDF file was not the game. 

Embedding qualitative research alongside quantitative approaches has been suggested as a way 

of addressing the John Henry Effect (Kocakaya, 2011). The qualitative research in the current study 

was to investigate students’ perceptions about the two educational approaches. Although both were 

seen as learning tools, the depth of such learning was better in the VMG group (conceptual, procedural 

and metacognitive knowledge levels) compared to the PDF group (conceptual level).  

Several students touched on the educational benefits of visual metaphors; for example, students 

saw how it enabled them to associate visual metaphors with history-taking concepts. This mirrors 

findings on how visual metaphors work in terms of associating existing knowledge of certain visuals 

(familiar objects) and linking them with new (unfamiliar) concepts (Eppler, 2006; Feinstein, 1982; 

Jeffreys, 1993; Jeong, 2008). This associative function could be due to its visual nature which, 

according to Paivio’s Dual Coding Theory, creates cognitive associations with textual information 

thus enhancing learning (Clark & Paivio, 1991).  

The VMG group’s awareness of such associative cognitive processes shows how visual 

metaphor enabled them to think about thinking, which is an  important metacognitive skill essential 

for self-regulated learning (Schraw et al., 2006). Another benefit reported by students using visual 

metaphor was reaching a personalised deeper meaning of history taking.  
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This cognitive elaboration (Jeong, 2008) was observed in some responses alluding to reaching a 

conceptual understanding of how history taking has multiple inter-related parts which need to be 

uncovered systematically and carefully. This was consistent with the literature as visual metaphor 

was seen to provide the learner with a deeper meaning and understanding of the presented material 

(Feinstein, 1982). 

For the VMG group, most participants suggested developing the game for other organ systems 

and clinical scenarios, which suggested the usefulness of the VMG. Few students commented on the 

need to address the gameplay lag. This need for immediacy is one of the main features contributing 

to improved gameplay (Klimmt & Hartmann, 2006) and will be addressed in the next iteration of the 

game.  

 

6.12 Limitations 

The current study has several limitations. First, this study included a relatively small sample 

size, but, of note, this was a pilot study targeting one of the medical school’s three main teaching sites 

in Auckland. Although a randomised study design would have been ideal, it was not feasible as 

students were pre-allocated at the medical school administration level and factoring in students’ 

residential proximity to the clinical teaching campus. This lack of contextual feasibility has been 

previously cited as one of the barriers to randomised study design adoption in medical education 

(Dauphinee & Wood-Dauphinee, 2004; Prideaux, 2002) and is reflected in the literature: less than 

20% of SGs studies have used a randomised study design (Primack et al., 2012). Also, participants 

were not blinded, which is a common issue in educational interventions such as games as students 

can easily identify the intervention.  Also, student-student interaction in the PDF group was not 

possible to control and could have influenced their learning; reducing the time limit of 40 minutes for 

the PDF and VMG groups might have helped address this issue. Finally, our design included a one-

off game session, which differs to the usual gameplay experience of playing a game more than once; 

this has been found to explain the lack of positive findings associated with SGs when compared to 

traditional teaching methods (Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 2013).  
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6.13 Conclusion 

In a mixed-method experimental pilot study, we provide evidence that 40 minutes of playing 

an SG is as effective as textual information in teaching cardiac history taking to Year-3 medical 

students, with the added value of increasing student satisfaction compared to traditional teaching. The 

qualitative analysis showed the game was more engaging, fun, enjoyable and perceived as a useful 

visual memory aid. The game was effective, then, in terms of the three Kirkpatrick model levels of 

evaluating educational interventions: affective, cognitive and behavioural attitudes.  

Although SGs are in their infancy, their potential educational benefits should be harnessed 

considering the current and future digitally-adept medical students, especially when motivation and 

enjoyment of learning is at stake.  

Overall, the research presented in this thesis leads to several conclusions.  

The first is that history-taking content is an essential part of the medical interview, and that its 

effective teaching methods in the medical education literature utilise technology-enhanced teaching 

interventions. Having only six studies spanning the years 1980 to 2020, focusing on history-taking 

content highlights a knowledge gap about how this essential skill is currently taught.  

The second conclusion is that visual metaphor offers a promising way of teaching this essential 

skill, and its design and development needs to be rooted in educational theory-informed design 

principles such as CLT. The method of delivery of such clinical visual metaphors as a serious game 

offers a good delivery method that is consistent with the theories design principles. Our contribution 

to the literature includes the history-taking visual metaphor model as well as the visual metaphor 

design process.   

The third conclusion is that a participatory-designed visual metaphor-enhanced serious game 

yielded a teaching method that is at least as effective as traditional teaching. The added value from 

this serious game was it significantly increased students’ satisfaction levels and qualitatively was 

more enjoyable, generalisable to other systems and enabled students to think about their learning at a 

metacognitive level.  
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6.13 Future Directions 

Clinical educational interventions that focus on history-taking content should continue to 

explore the value of visual metaphor use delivered through SGs in order to better teach this crucial 

skill. The work of this thesis highlights important areas for further exploration.  

Firstly, there is a knowledge gap about how HTC is currently taught, and having only six studies 

that met our inclusion and exclusion criteria published since 1980 until this year further highlights 

this gap. Therefore, more research is needed to fill this gap.  

Secondly, our serious game was delivered as a one-off 40-minute session and, according to the 

literature, more than one session of playing SGs yielded significantly better results compared to 

traditional teaching (Wouters, Van Nimwegen, et al., 2013). Therefore, the serious game could be 

tested using a bigger sample and randomised study design for multiple sessions in order to assess its 

impact compared to traditional teaching.  

Thirdly, students’ feedback on game optimisation is being taken into consideration as we 

proceed through the final stages of developing another game iteration. It is hoped that this version 

will be tested in a multi-centre randomised controlled trial in order to assess its impact in comparison 

with traditional teaching. The design of this version needs to take into account social connectedness 

with other players as SGs literature is pointing to this as an effective way of enhancing learning 

(Boulos et al., 2007).  

Finally, another area that warrants further exploration is the use of visual metaphors in teaching 

other clinical topics as students’ qualitative feedback showed its perceived generalisability to other 

history-taking topics in addition to cardiac history taking. 
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Appendix A 

Marking Criteria 
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Appendix B 
Pregame and PDF Baseline Questionnaire 
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Appendix C 

Immediate Postgame Questionnaire 
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Appendix D 

Immediate Post-PDF File Questionnaire 
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Appendix E 
Follow-Up Questionnaire 
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